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Abstract / Zusammenfassung

Abstract

Printed organic photovoltaics promise lightweight and flexible light harvest-
ing devices for conformable integration into buildings, portable electronics or
vehicles. Besides the challenges in material synthesis and engineering of the
printing processes, the optical design of these thin film layer devices is in-
evitable to achieve high power conversion efficiencies.

In this respect, light management, which denotes the control of light in-
coupling and light absorption in the device by photonic micro- and nanos-
tructures, plays an increasingly important role.

In this thesis, dielectric diffractive nanostructures are introduced as such light
management solution, which stands out due to its device-independent fabrica-
tion. The optical properties of the periodic structures and the angle dependent
absorption in the OPV devices are carefully analyzed and their enhancement
potential is demonstrated experimentally on single-junction and tandem de-
vices.

To demonstrate the applicability of this class of light management solutions,
advanced nanostructures are fabricated, on the one hand, as self-standing foils
to reveal their potential for mass production and, on the other hand, as buried
structures, which provide protection against abrasion.

An optical model is developed in this thesis, which enables the optimization
of the geometrical parameters of the nanostructure, with respect to the yearly
harvested energy in different application-relevant device orientations (façade,
consumer electronics, shading, automotive).
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Zusammenfassung

Die gedruckte organische Photovoltaik verspricht leichte und flexible Solarzellen
für die konforme Integration in Gebäude, elektronische Mobilgeräte oder Fahr-
zeuge. Neben der Synthetisierung von Materialien und der Weiterentwicklung
der Druckprozesse, ist dabei das optische Design dieser Dünnschichtzellen un-
verzichtbar, um einen hohen Wirkungsgrad zu erreichen.

In diesem Zusammenhang spielt Lichtmanagement, welches die Kontrolle über
Lichteinkopplung und Lichtabsorption in den Zellen mit Hilfe von Mikro- und
Nanostrukturen beschreibt, eine immer größere Rolle.

In dieser Arbeit werden dielektrische, diffraktive Nanostrukturen als ein solcher
Lichtmanagement Ansatz vorgestellt, welcher sich insbesondere durch seine
Solarzellen unabhängige Herstellung auszeichnet. Die optischen Eigenschaften
der periodischen Strukturen, sowie die winkelabhängigen Absorption in den
Zellen, werden dabei sorgfältig untersucht und ihr Verbesserungspotenzial ex-
perimentell auf Einzel- und Tandemzellen demonstriert.

Um die Eignung dieser Art von Lichmanagement Lösungen für die Anwendung
zu demonstrieren, werden verschiedene weiterentwickelte Nanostrukturen her-
gestellt, einerseits als selbständige Folien, um ihr Potenzial für die Massenpro-
duktion aufzuzeigen, und andererseits als eingelassene Strukturen, welche den
Schutz gegen Abnutzung gewährleisten.

Ein optisches Simulationsmodel wird in dieser Arbeit entwickelt, welches die
optimierung der strukturellen Parameter der Nanostrukturen mit Bezug auf
die jährliche Energieausbeute in verschiedenen anwendungsrelevanten Zellori-
entierungen ermöglicht (Fassaden, Konsumerelektronik, Sonnenschutz, Fahr-
zeugtechnik).
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Introduction

Advanced semiconductor materials, which convert light into electricity, can
provide photoelectric liquids and thus enable the processing of light absorber
layers at low temperatures. Combined with other solution-based functional
materials, they form the basis of an emerging field, which holds out the
prospect of high-throughput, low-cost, lightweight and flexible energy sup-
ply: Printed photovoltaics.

Provoked by the possibilities of this technology, the intensive research in the
past decades on the associated semiconductors and their device physics, have
steadily increased the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of printable photo-
voltaic devices. This progress can mainly be categorized into three fields:

• Material development - Chemical design of the semiconductor ab-
sorbers and other functional layers of the device, including energy levels
optimization for a maximum power output.

• Process engineering - Investigation of the coating dynamics, interface
and phase formation of the absorber layers and optimization of process
conditions, regarding choice of solvents, deposition, drying and annealing
steps.

• Optical design - Device design and optical optimization of layer thick-
nesses as well as light management, which denotes the optimization of
light in-coupling and light absorption (e.g. by using photonic structures).

All three fields are usually influencing each other, which puts a huge challenge
on the overall optimization of the device performance. The development of a
new material often requires a new processing procedure and changed optical
constants will give rise to different layer thickness for maximum absorption.
On the other hand, the ideal optical design may be compromised by the thick-
ness restriction of a chosen absorber material or by its deposition technique.
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Furthermore, additional optical nanostructures may compromise an already
developed process for ideal layer formation.

Recent developments have shown great progress especially in the first two
fields. The development of new materials [1–3] and process engineering [1, 4, 5]
has led to photovoltaic devices with excellent electrical properties [6–9]. This
being said, high potential for further improvements particularly remains in
the latter field. Since devices with good electric properties and a successful
extraction of photogenerated charges usually require very thin absorber films,
the absorption and hence the power conversion efficiency of printable solar
cells is limited by the semiconductor layer thickness. Light management (LM)
for printed photovoltaics by introducing photonic structures outside (external
LM) or inside the device (integrated LM) is therefore becoming more and more
important in the development of new device designs [10–12] and therefore con-
stitutes the topic of the present thesis.

Motivation

In order to comply with the properties of printed photovoltaics, light man-
agement has to fulfill certain guidelines, which have been discussed in several
review articles [13–16] and which can be summarized as follows:

• The enhancement in efficiency must not come at the expense of parasitic
absorption or electronic losses

• The solutions should be cost-efficient in the integration and robust in
withstanding operation conditions (weathering resistance, mechanical
stability)

• The structures should exhibit mechanical flexibility and compatibility
with large-area printing techniques of solution processible photovoltaics.

• The performance under oblique angles should be assessed to estimate
the integrated energy harvested throughout a full year, rather than only
the performance under straight incidence

The objective of this thesis is to develop light management solutions, which
apply to all the above listed requirements and at the same time are preferably
decoupled from the materials and processes of printed photovoltaics.

Firstly, to ensure that the interference with the delicate printing process of
the absorber layer is completely avoided, external optical structures have to
be chosen. However, when applied on the sunward surface of the device, these
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Introduction

structures are prone to abrasion during operation. Hence a solution is needed
that is able to protect this sensitive optical interface.

Secondly, the light management should be applicable also for newly developed
absorber materials or different light conditions. The first is challenging, since
the optics of the thin film stack are determined by the material permittivities.
Hence, a versatile solution has to be found, which contains several degrees of
freedom, and which can thus be adapted to new material systems and light
conditions, without changing its basic concept or its fabrication technique.

This thesis introduces dielectric diffractive nanostructures, as an external,
transparent and eventually protected light management solution for printed
photovoltaics. The structures can be imprinted in flexible plastics foils, which
is fully independent from the PV device fabrication but still compatible with
high-throughput roll-to-roll production [17]. Depending on the device archi-
tecture or the application case, the spectral and angular response of the nanos-
tructure can be adapted through variation of its structural parameters. For
this purpose, existing optical simulation models are extended to address the
optimization of these nanostructures.

In order to investigate and demonstrate the potential of this light management
solution, the concept will be applied to organic photovoltaics (OPV) in this
thesis. Among the printable PV technologies that are briefly reviewed in
the first chapter, OPV currently hold the highest potential for large scale
production. Several companies1 (InfinityPV, OPVIUS, eight19, Armor, Disa-
Solar, epishine and CSEM Brazil) are currently producing ready-to-use organic
photovoltaic modules [18, 19]. However, owing to its flexibility and device
independent fabrication, this light management solution is generally applicable
to other printed photovoltaic technologies.

1without any claim to completeness
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Outline & structure

PART I - Principles:

In Chapter 1, an overview on printed photovoltaics is provided, including the
state-of-the-art and potential applications, followed by an overview of existing
light management solutions in this field, which leads to the aim of this thesis.

In Chapter 2, the theoretical background is reviewed, discussing principles of
organic solar cells with a focus on their optical properties. This is followed by
an introduction to the diffraction properties of periodic nanostructures, which
constitute the light management solution of this thesis.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the experimental details, which include fabrication
and characterization of both the solar cells and the nanostructures. In the
second part, the optical simulation model is introduced.

In Chapter 4, the reference OPV device is introduced, which constitutes the
basis of both the following optical analysis and the experimental proof of con-
cept.

PART II - Application:

In Chapter 5, three concepts are investigated in order to improve the ap-
plicability of the light management simulation, leading to a improved angular
response, a lamination process and a protected configuration.

In Chapter 6 the present light management solution is applied to optimized
devices, in order to show its adaptability to different device configurations,
including tandem solar cells.

Chapter 7 focuses on the expansion of the simulation model to study yearly
illumination conditions. Calculations of the expected yearly enhancement are
performed for different light management solutions of the previous chapters.

PART III - Backmatter:

Finally a conclusion and an outlook on the topic is given, followed by the
Bibliography and the Appendix.
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1
Printed photovoltaics and light

management: overview

1.1 Printed photovoltaics

Broader context

Global energy consumption has nearly doubled in the past 40 years, increasing
from 195 EJ (1973, 1 Exajoule (EJ) = 1018 Joule ≈ 277.8 TWh) to 389 EJ in
2013 and it is estimated to rise to over 800 EJ per year by 2050, in continu-
ation of this trend [20, 21]. Meanwhile, mankind has realized that a massive
emission of greenhouse gases will lead to a suppression of the earth’s infrared
energy emission and in consequence to a continuous heating of our world’s
climate, if this increasing demand is satisfied by fossil fuels. In a historic
conference in December 2015 in Paris, 175 countries have decided to restrict
global warming to below 2◦C, promoting a contract, which is put into effect
since 4th of November 2016 [22]. Since 2011, the European Commission al-
ready carried out huge effort to increase the ratio of carbon-neutral renewable
energy sources, to now over 16% (2014) [23] with the goal to reduce greenhouse
gases by 80% – 95% by 2050 (compared to 1990) [24]. Very recently, an Eu-
ropean country (Portugal) was able to run four days straight on emission-free
renewable energy sources [25].

Although the right path has been trodden with the extension of wind and solar
power plants, the global share of renewable energy sources is still below 6%.
If one considers that within 3.5 hours, 1000 EJ of solar power is impinging the

2



1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

Figure 1.1: Certified solar cell efficiencies for various photovoltaic technologies
and their up-scaling behaviour. Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry. The data is based on the certified efficiencies published by
the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [26]

earth’s surface (exceeding today’s global yearly energy demands by far) it is
hard to imagine a future where carbon-neutral solar energy sources have only
a minor share in global energy production.

Consequently, solutions are sought, on the one hand, to further extend the
installed photovoltaic capacities by reducing the manufacturing cost of light
harvesting technologies and, on the other hand, to increase the integrability
of solar harvesting in applications, for which conventional photovoltaics (PV)
are not suitable. Both considerations have supported the development of thin
film photovoltaic (TFPV) technologies with sub-micron absorber thicknesses.
Besides a reduction of material costs, some devices offer desirable new device
properties, namely mechanical flexibility and/or even semi-transparency. Con-
sequently, their field of potential applications reach from building facades and
conformable fairing of vehicles to local off-grid energy harvesting in mobile
electronic devices to power sources for the Internet of Things (IoT), wearables
or clothing [19]. An overview of state of the art of thin film photovoltaic tech-
nologies is shown in Fig. 1.1 [12] for cells (< 1 cm) and modules (≥ 1 cm) and
compared with first generation PV technologies (III-V, c-Si, mc-Si).1

1III-V seminconductors are e.g. GaAs,GaN,GaInAs; Silicon based photovoltaics are dis-
tinguished between crystalline (c-Si) and microcrystalline (mc-Si) solar cells

3



1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

Table 1.1: Efficiency records for flexible and printed small area (< 2 cm) single-junction
solar cells for different solution processible TFPV technologies.

system solution-processed flexible flex & printed

CdTe 11,6% [27] 16.4% [28] —
CIGS 13.8% [29] 20.4% [30] —
CZTS 12.6% [31] — —
Organic 11.4% [5, 32] 7.8% [33] 6.5% [33]
Perovskites 12% [34] 16.2% [35] 4.9% [36]
AgBiS2 6.3% [37] — —

1.1.1 Solution processible solar cells

Some of these TFPV technologies are solution-processible, which enables solar
cells fabricated via high-throughput technologies that are well established from
other industries. If the semiconductors can be coated onto flexible substrates
and techniques like roll-to-roll (R2R) printing are used, this can greatly sup-
port the desired cost reduction. Besides the above mentioned range of appli-
cations, the resulting printed solar cells could further offer lightweight off-grid
energy harvesting for developing countries at minor costs.

Solution processible solar materials within the TFPV technologies are cad-
mium telluride (CdTe), copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS), copper zink
tin sulfide (CZTS), dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC), organic/polymer solar
cells and more recent developed material systems like hybrid perovskite solar
cells and AgBiS2. However, demonstrations of fully flexible solar cells, fabri-
cated by up-scalable printing techniques are still rare for most of these material
systems. Reported efficiencies for solution-processed, flexible and printed &
flexible small area devices are reported in Tab. 1.1. Furthermore, all technolo-
gies still exhibit certain weak points: Whereas DSSC use a liquid electrolyte,
which imposes difficulties in printing of full devices [18], others exhibit toxic
materials like cadmium (CIGS, CdTe), tellurium (CdTe) or lead (perovskite)
[38]. CIGS further depends on the availability of scarce indium and gallium
and usually needs a high-temperature step which is hardly compatible with
plastic substrates.

Within printable TFPV materials, organic (polymer) solar cells are the most
mature technology, when it comes to large-scale printing. Moreover, they
provide other advantages such as the non-toxicity of their building blocks
and the possibility to be successfully fabricated without any vacuum- or high
temperature production step [33].

4



1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

Figure 1.2: Summary of advantages accompagnied with organic photovoltaics, catego-
rized into four main fields. (adapted from a presentation at LOPEC 2016 by Merck and
from the company’s homepage, accessed Jul. 2016)

1.1.2 Organic photovoltaics (OPV)

The unique advantages of OPVs resulting from these properties are classified
in Fig. 1.2. Most importantly the aforementioned compatibility of the organic
absorber materials with the low-temperature fabrication on plastic substrates
promises lightweight, low-cost and conformable modules. Combined with free-
form devices of different colors, which have been demonstrated by various
research centers,2 this offers every possibility for the integration into products.

Moreover, the integration of light-harvesting foils into building facades is one
of the most exciting perspectives in this field, especially when combined with
large-area production and the possibility to fabricate semi-transparent devices.
With a relatively high efficiency under low light conditions [39], windows could
not only harvest the sunlight with a high angular acceptance, but also convert
part of the indoor light emitted by luminaires in the evening and early morning.

State-of-the-art

From an theoretical point of view, efficiencies of single-junction organic solar
cells can reach up to ηPCE = 15% [40], whereas multi-junction cells have been
estimated to theoretically achieve up to ηPCE = 21% [41] (see Tab. 1.2). The
latter, known as tandem solar cells, are thereby composed of two spectrally
complementary absorbers and can consequently harvest a larger portion of
the sunlight. Record efficiencies of fabricated OPV cells have recently reached

2CSEM, VTT and i-MEET, to name a few
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1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

Table 1.2: State of the art power conversion efficiencies for organic photovoltaics at dif-
ferent development stages.

OPV design single-junction double-junction

Theoretical limit 15% [40] 21% [41]
cell in N2 or vacuum 11.4% [5, 32] 11.0 [49]
cell printed? in air 8.3% [50] 10.0% [50]
module printed? in air 7.6% [51] 1.8% [52]
? printing excludes spin-coating.

certified 11.4% and 13.2% for single and multi(tripple)-junctions, respectively
[5, 42] and new concepts of fullerene and ITO free device designs [3, 43] and
solution-processible triple-junctions [44, 45] or ternary devices [46–48] promise
further progress.

It can be seen from Tab. 1.2 that up-scaling of both the device area and the
fabrication technique leads to some reduction in the efficiency. However, recent
promising developments have enabled OPV modules fabricated by large-scale
processes to reach PCE values between 7–8% [51, 53] for opaque and 4.5% for
semi-transparent devices, the latter of which even were installed outdoors at
the Universal EXPO in Milan (2015) [54], as shown in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Examples for integrated OPV application. The picture shows the ger-
man pavillon at the EXPO world exhibition 2015 in Milan, equipped by Belectric OPV
(Ref. [54]).

6



1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

1.2 Light management

1.2.1 State of the art

Light management strategies for OPVs can be classified into different cate-
gories depending on their position in the device stack and the related fabrica-
tion techniques (see Fig. 1.4)

(a) Absorber or transport layer deposited on a structured substrate

(b) Structures imprinted in deposited absorber or transport layers

(c) Nanoparticles in absorber or transport layers

(d) Additional layers for interference shaping

(e) External surface structures (present thesis, see Fig. 1.5)

as well as any combination thereof. (For more details the reader is referred
to several recent and comprehensive reviews on light managment for organic
solar cells [15, 55–58] and for general thin film PV [11–14, 59–61])

Figure 1.4: Different approaches for thin film light management. a Absorber depo-
sition on a pre-patterned layer b Patterning of the active layer c Addition of nanoparticles
d Optical spacer

Introducing resonant, scattering or diffractive structures in the vicinity of the
absorber layer (a)–(c) can couple light into waveguided modes, i.e. the light
is trapped in the absorber layer. Strategies of category (a) and (b) can addi-
tionally transfer the structure into the evaporated metal electrode, which can
give rise to plasmonic field enhancement, similar to (c) if metallic particles
are chosen. However, as emphasized in the introduction, these approaches will
strongly influence the electrical device physics, since they interfere with the
morphology and the phase formation, increase traps and interface recombi-
nation or introduce additional parasitic absorption into the functional layers
of printed PV. Strategies of category (d) add one (optical spacers [62–64]) or
multiple (Bragg reflectors [65], dielectric mirrors [66], photonioc crystals [67])
flat layers to the PV stack to shape its interference pattern or replace the
absorbing backelectrode. Since all light management schemes of (a) – (d) thus
act inside the functional (printed) layers, additional effort or complications are
expected for large-area fabrication of the photovoltaic devices. [14–16, 59]

7



1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

In the present thesis dielectric diffractive nanostructures are investigated,
which act on the light-incident side of the device (e), thus being indepen-
dently fabricated and spatially separated from the other device layers. In gen-
eral, such external light management strategies are spatially separated from
the solar cell (usually by a substrate) and can also be applied afterwards on a
fabricated device. This is a huge advantage for large-scale production, where
the production parameters that ensure optimal printing conditions are not as
easily adjusted as in a laboratory. Moreover, since the electronic properties of
the functional layers are preserved, an absorption enhancement is expected to
directly translate into an increase in efficiency.

Figure 1.5: Different approaches for external light management. a refraction b
diffusion or haze c anti-reflection and d diffraction (which works in embedded configura-
tion)

Solutions that belong to the category (e) are illustrated in Fig. 1.5. They
embrace front-side dielectric structures, which make use of light-redirection
(Fig. 1.5a) and/or scattering (Fig. 1.5b). Another well established approach
is the use of anti-reflection structures (Fig. 1.5c) [84], which eliminate surface
reflections at the substrate surface (max. 4–6 %). The existing literature on
external light management, for which considerable enhancement in device per-
formance has been reported, is listed in Tab. 1.3.

Assessment of light management

For the evaluation of light management solutions, usually the percentage of
efficiency enhancement is reported. However, already from the first two en-
tries in Tab. 1.3, it appears that this number is not suited for an appropriate
comparison of different enhancement schemes. If the same micro lense ar-
ray (MLA) is applied to two different solar cells, the enhancement ratio of
the device with initially lower PCE is twice than that of the cell with the
higher PCE, due to the smaller denominator value of the first. Generally, a
device will be much easier to improve, if it does not exhibit a pre-optimized
layer thickness [85], and thus the ratio of final PCE to initial PCE can be-
come enormous. In contrast, for a device, which is already optically optimized
or which has a much thicker absorber layer, the improvement through engi-
neering of light management solutions to the same degree will be much harder.
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1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview
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1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

In order to assess the potential of a given light management approach, the final
power conversion efficiency PCELM should be considered with a higher weight
and the influence of the relative enhancement should be reduced. Hence, in
order to provide a more suitable rating for light-management solutions, the
following figure of merit (FoM) is proposed and included in Tab. 1.3

FoM = ∆PCE · (PCELM )2, (1.1)

with ∆PCE = PCELM − PCEref .

Notable measurement influences

It has to be noted that there exist several factors that can influence the mea-
sured enhancements of the light management solution. Organic solar cells
sometimes exhibit a high variance in the measured performance values, which
can be caused by layer quality or thickness variations. As will be discussed
in Sec. 3.1.3, a statistical evaluation is therefore important to interpret the
enhancement factor in order to prevent a comparison of a singular good LM
device with a particular bad reference device. Furthermore, also the ratio of
illuminated area to the area of the charge collecting electrodes can have an
influence on the reported current [69].

These factors are rarely reported in the literature and can strongly influence
the measured enhancement. In this thesis, particular attention will be devoted
to consider fluctuations in the experiments by increasing the number of devices
and to optimize and clearly indicate the measurement conditions and possible
influences.

1.3 Aim of the thesis

Despite the advantages of the listed light management approaches, several
drabacks may still affect their applicability. Whereas some solutions would
clearly interfere with the optimization of the printing processes, other ap-
proaches would not be compatible with high-throughput roll-to-roll fabrication
or would drastically increase the related costs.

Although external light management solutions have the potential to avoid
these issues, a remaining drawback for photovoltaic applications is their vul-
nerability: with their functional optical interface exposed to air, they are prone
to typical outdoor conditions like rain, dust or dirt, which are expected to
change their refraction and scattering properties due to an altered refractive
index contrast. Furthermore, exposed micro- and nanostructures will suffer
abrasion through impacts (scratches) and stress (load), which can be expected
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1 Printed photovoltaics and light management: overview

for integrated printed photovoltaic applications.

Aim of this thesis is, to develop a light management solution for printed OPVs
with the following ultimate properties:

• External – no interference with the PV layer printing.

• Flexible – compatibility with roll-to-roll PV production.

• Protected – no optical sensitive interface exposed to the outside.

• Adaptable – applicable to different thin film PV devices and conditions.

• Cost-effective – yearly harvested energy gain should exceed cost.

11



2
Theoretical background

An overview over the theoretical background of organic solar cells is given
in the following chapter. Especially the optical absorption in the devices is
reviewed, since this is crucial for the understanding and development of the
light management solutions of this thesis. The findings are put in context
with the working principles of external light management approaches. In the
following, dielectric diffractive nanostructures and the theoretical principles
that govern their spectral response are eventually discussed.

2.1 Organic solar cells

Organic solar cells are excitonic solar cells, in which light does not directly
create free charges, but excite an intermediate state (exciton). Hence, certain
aspects are considerably different from conventional solid state photovoltaics
and will be shortly summarized in the following.

2.1.1 Organic semiconductors

The central element of organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices is the absorber
layer, which is composed of at least two organic semiconductors. These ma-
terials are molecules or polymers, based on large backbones of carbon. Their
alternating single or double bonds (e.g benzene-rings) give rise to a sp2 hy-
bridization of the binding electrons. Additionally to the in-plane σ-bonds, the
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2 Theoretical background

p-orbitals overlap to form a conjugated system, resulting in delocalized elec-
trons in the π-bonds along the polymer chain. The resulting broad density
of states [86–88] can be classified into the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO), which open up
the energy gap of the semiconductor

Eg = EHOMO − ELUMO, (2.1)

and which will define the onset wavelength of the absorption λi ≈ 1.24/Eg.

2.1.2 Device physics

Bulk-heterojunction

As mentioned before, absorbed photons give rise to tightly bound excitons
(electron-hole pairs) with binding energies of Eex ≈ 0.3 − 1eV (grey ellipse
in Figure 2.1a) [38, 89, 90]. Since this energy is too large for an electric field
to dissociate the excitons in OPVs, they need a junction between two semi-
conductors with different energy levels, the (electron-) acceptor and (electron-)
donor, respectively (see Figure 2.1a). At their interface, it will be energetically
more favorable for the exciton to transfer the electron to the acceptor with the
lower LUMO level, while the hole will stay on the donor (charge transfer (CT)
state). From this CT state the electron-hole pair will either recombine or
dissociate into free carriers. Since the conversion into free charges must thus
take place at the interface of the two semiconductors, a first proposal of a
planar junction by C.W. Tang in 1986 [91] was later replaced by the much
more successful concept of a bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) [92–94], as shown in
Figure 2.1c.

Internal field

Once the exciton is dissociated, the driving force towards the contacts is given
by the internal voltage, which is related to the chemical potential µ = eVint.
Only recently an analytical model could relate Vint to the externally applied
voltage by a transport related term

Vext = Vint + J ·Rtr, (2.2)

where the transport resistance Rtr ∝ d/µeff scales with the layer thickness d
and is inverse proportional to the effective mobility µeff =

√
µeµh of electrons

and holes [95]. The internal field can be best studied if the photocurrent J is
zero and hence Vext = Vint = VOC (Fig. 2.1b). At this open circuit voltage,
recombination and charge-carrier generation rates counterbalance each other

13



2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.1: Charge generation in an organic solar cell. a Energy levels of a device
(absorber + transport layers + electrodes) under illumination at zero bias. Absorbed
photons create excitons (grey ellipse), which can be dissociated at the interface of the two
blended seminconductors. An internal field acts as driving force for electrons and holes and
moves them towards the charge collecting electrodes. b At open circuit, the applied voltage
VOC compensates the internal field and no current is flowing. c A geometrical crossection
at 0 < Vext = VMPP < VOC visualizes the different stations in the charge conversion
process: absorption ηABS , exciton diffusion ηDIF , exciton dissociation ηDIS and charge
collection ηCC . d The generated power is defined by the product VMPP · JMPP , which
can be determined by the current voltage characteristic of the solar cell under standardized
reference illumination.

and no net current is flowing [88]. Generally, the chemical potential and thus
the internal voltage is determined by the splitting of the quasi-Fermi energy
levels (QFLe,h) of electrons and holes, which at open circuit conditions are
defined by the work functions of the electrodes (dotted lines). In case of neg-
ative photocurrents (Vext < VOC , see Fig 2.1d), generated charges accumulate
in the absorber layer due to the low mobilities. The increased splitting of the
QFLs give rise to an internal voltage that is higher than the voltage measured
at the contacts Vext, which according to Eq. (2.2) is reduced by JRtr [95, 96].

Photon-to-charge conversion

For device operation, a maximum power point (MPP) is chosen, where the
applied voltage 0 < VMPP < VOC enables a current density J(V ), which

14



2 Theoretical background

leads to a maximum output power Pout = JMPP (VMPP ) ·VMPP . Under these
conditions, the photon-to-charge conversion process can be described by a
series of events, depicted in Figure 2.1c, which are each represented by an
efficiency η:

B ηABS(λ) - Describes the percentage of absorbed photons (generated exci-
tons) with respect to the number of incident photons for each wavelength.
This is the most important term for this work and will be analyzed in
more detail in section 2.2.

B ηDIF - Describes the percentage of created excitons that reach the donor-
acceptor interface within their lifetime. It is thus determined by the
difference between exciton diffusion length LD =

√
Dτ ≈ 10 nm [89, 97],

where D = e−1kBT · µ is the diffusion parameter, and the mean domain
width of the semiconductor blend.

B ηDIS - Describes the percentage of excitons that can be dissociated into
a pair of free charges before they decay from the interface state (charge-
transfer state) to the ground state (geminate recombination) [96]

B ηCC - Describes the percentage of dissociated charges that are trans-
ported from the interface to the electrodes before they undergo free
carrier recombination (at rate γ). It is impeded mostly by moderate
mobilities of organic semiconductors and by additional recombination
centers (defects, interfaces) or thick layers.

Whereas the absorption ηABS(λ) is an optical parameter, the other three terms
describe the charge transport.

At short circuit condition Vext = 0 these contributions can be combined to
describe the internal quantum efficiency (IQE), which gives the percentage of
extracted charges with respect to the number of absorbed photons

ηIQE = ηDIF · ηDIS · ηCC =
extracted charges

absorbed photons
. (2.3)

The product of all four efficiency contributions gives the external quantum
efficiency ηEQE(λ), which can be measured experimentally for solar cells (see
section 3.1.3). It indicates the ratio of extracted charges to incident photons
at a given wavelength:

ηEQE(λ) =
extracted charges

incident photons

= ηABS(λ) · ηDIF · ηCC · ηDIS
= ηABS(λ) · ηIQE

(2.4)
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2 Theoretical background

The number of incident photons can be calculated from any power density
spectrum S(λ) by division through the respective photon energy hν = hc/λ.
If every extracted charge e contributes to the current, a short-circuit current
density JSC can be calculated from ηEQE(λ) and S(λ) by

JSC =
e

hc

∫
λ

ηABS(λ) · ηIQE︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηEQE

·S(λ) λ dλ. (2.5)

Power conversion efficiency (PCE)

Finally, Figure 2.1d shows the current-voltage characteristics of an organic
solar cell (JV-curve) under illumination, with the MPP marked in red. From
this measurement the performance of a solar cell is described by its power
conversion efficiency

ηPCE =
Pout
Pinc

=
VMPP · JMPP

PInc
. (2.6)

With the introduction of the fill factor FF , which relates the MPP values to
the above discussed extreme cases of V = 0 and V = VOC

FF =
VMPP · JMPP

VOC · JSC
, (2.7)

the efficiency can be expressed by the voltage at open circuit VOC and the
short circuit current density JSC , which enables a better interpretation of the
underlying physics of the device performance.

ηPCE =
VOC · JSC · FF

Pinc
. (2.8)

The FF measures how effectively the charges are extracted with increasing ex-
ternally applied voltage and can be interpretated as a measure for the charge
carrier mobilities (higher µe,h, higher FF [95]) and the recombination rate γ
(higher γ, lower FF [98]).

Optimum layer thickness

According to the preceding considerations, large ηIQE and JSC for given mate-
rial parameters (LD, µe,h) can be achieved by small domain width (high ηDIF ).
At the same time, accounting for low mobilities in organic blends (µe ≈ 10−5

and µh ≈ 10−3 cm2V−1s−1 for electrons and holes, respectively [8]), the path
of free charges to the electrode (Figure 2.1c) should be as short as possible in
order to harvest the electrons before recombination (high ηCC). Furthermore,
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2 Theoretical background

to obtain higher VMPP and FF, according to Eq. (2.2), the transport resis-
tance Rtr ∝ d/µeff should be reduced [96].

Altogether, this implies both a high ordering of the semiconductor phases and
thin photoactive layer thicknesses d. However, too thin absorbers in turn will
naturally reduce the absorption efficiency ηABS of the device. Consequently,
this limits the efficiency of organic photovoltaics (see Introduction) and state-
of-the-art devices are typically realized with absorber layers around 100 nm
[2, 3, 39, 99, 100]. Furthermore, besides the electrical aspects, also optical
restrictions are imposed on the thicknesses of the different OPV layers, which
will be analyzed in detail in the next section.

2.2 Optical absorption in OPV

According to Eq. (2.5) one can estimate a maximum JSC for full absorption of
all photons with an energy larger than the band gap hc/λ ≥ Eg and ηIQE = 1.
As shown in Fig. 2.2a, this can be approximated already by a d = 2000 µm
thick slab of a semiconductor blend. If the time-averaged local field intensity
|E(z)|2 =∝ I(z) is modeled for incident sunlight, it is seen to decay exponen-
tially according to the Lambert-Beer law

|E(z)|2

|E0|2
=
I(z)

I0
= exp(−α · z), (2.9)

with the absorption coefficient α(λ) = 4πκ(λ)
λ

where κ(λ) is the extinction
coefficient. Neglecting surface reflections almost all light is absorbed and the
theoretical EQE for this case (Fig. 2.2a, bottom) shows approximately 100%
photon to charge conversion over the entire absorption range.

2.2.1 Functional layers

Besides the absorbing layer, however, additional elements are necessary for a
well operating device - most importantly two electrodes to collect the gen-
erated current, with at least one being transparent to let the light enter the
device. Additionally, charge selective electron transport layer (ETL) and hole
transport layer (HTL) have been introduced to suppress recombination at the
interfaces of the electrodes (indicated by the red crosses in Figs. 2.1a and 2.1c).

If these thin layers are included in the model (Fig. 2.2b, top), reflections at
the new interfaces and light absorption in these functional layers are observed.
Since this latter absorption does not contribute to the photocurrent, it leads
to a reduced external quantum efficiency (Fig. 2.2b, bottom) and is therefore
called parasitic absorption (yellow shaded area).
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2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.2: From thick layer absorption towards OPV device optics. a According
to the Lambert-Beer law, an only 2 µm thick slab of active material is able to absorb
almost 100% of the incident light (reflections neglected), which with ηIQE = 1 leads to a
maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE). b Some parasitic absorption is introduced
by other functional layers of a photovoltaic device, thus reducing the EQE. c Finally, the
thickness values of all layers give rise to an interference pattern, which results in position
dependent field intensity and consequently further reduced absorption in the active layer.
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2 Theoretical background

2.2.2 Thin film interference

These considerations hold for various types of conventional solar cells and have
since long dominated the perception of light absorption in PV. However, the
fundamental optics change, when the film thickness of the absorber becomes
smaller than the coherence length of the incident light and the ray-tracing
considerations are no longer valid (see Chap. 4). Light, which experiences
multiple reflections at the interfaces inside the layer-stack, interacts with itself
and thus gives rise to a complex interference pattern. The resulting time-
averaged electric field |E(z)|2 (Figure 2.2c) can only be described in a wave
optics picture (see Section 3.2). Furthermore, the absorption in each layer j is
defined through integration of |E(zj)|2, which is governed by the thicknesses of
all constituting layers of the stack and their permittivity ε(λ). Consequently,
the electric field |E(z)|2 becomes strongly wavelength dependent compared to
thick absorbers, which can be seen for the differences in |E(z)|2 for λ = 400
nm (dotted grey curve) and λ = 600 nm (blue curve) in Figs. 2.2a-c. This
further results in large differences in the EQE at those wavelengths for thin
film devices.

2.3 Light management

This wavelength dependency has some important consequences: Even if the
optical layer thicknesses are carefully optimized for an ideal |E(z)|2 and a
maximum output current, it will always be a compromise among different
wavelength regions, i.e. the layer thicknesses that give best constructive inter-
ference in the active layer for one wavelength cannot yield the same optimum
for other wavelengths.

Consequently, to improve the device performance, it becomes necessary to in-
troduce additional light management structures that are able to influence the
optical field distribution in the device. Moreover, a light management solu-
tion should exhibit a wavelength dependent optical response to account for a
broadband optimization of |E(z, λ)|2. With this the light management can be
designed to address the enhancement potential in the active layer ant to mini-
mize the optical losses, which are indicated by the blue shaded area in Fig. 2.2c.

In this thesis, dielectric periodic nanostructures are proposed as a light man-
agement solution. They are transparent photonic structures that exhibit wave-
length dependent diffraction and can thus address the above mentioned field
distribution in the active layer, by changing the propagation angle of the light
before it enters the thin film stack. It can be even located outside of the device
and thus constitutes an external solution, that is usually preferred to interior
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2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.3: Diffraction visualized with the Huygen-Fresnel principle. Upon reach-
ing an interface to a different material, an incident plan wave gives rise to spherical sec-
ondary waves. For directions θ(λ) where the optical path of two adjacent secondary waves
matches a multiple of their wavelength (phase matching, inset), constructuve interference
leads to the formation of a diffraction order which is visible in the far field.

structuring. Moreover, their spectral response can be influenced by engineer-
ing their structural parameters, which is why their potential for thin film light
management is exploited in the following thesis.

2.4 Diffractive nanostructures

Diffraction

Diffraction is a wave-optics phenomena, which can occur at the interface be-
tween two optical media, when the dimension of the objects are in the order
of the wavelength of the incident light.

The most prominent example of diffraction is the propagation of monochro-
matic light through a thin slit. In the far field behind the slit, the illuminated
area shows a diffraction pattern that expands over a much wider region than
expected from a classical perception of light rays. A periodic array of such
slits forms a diffraction grating and corresponds to the structures used in this
thesis, which exhibit an interface of periodically alternating materials A and
B with refractive indices nA and nB , respectively (see Fig. 2.3). Since for the
present structures, the extension of their unit cell is below one micron, they
will be described in the following as periodic nanostructures in order to avoid
confusion with larger period diffraction gratings, which are used since long
time for various applications in optics.
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2.4.1 Periodic nanostructures

Periodic nanostructures are present in our daily life for instance on DVD or
Blue-ray Discstm and can be recognized by their colorful appearance, which
arises from the wavelength dependent diffraction at their structured interface.
In order to understand this effect, a monochromatic plane wave E = E0 ·
exp i(kr− ωt) is considered, which is impinging on the structured interface of
two media (Fig. 2.3). The wave propagates in medium A according to the
dispersion relation of light, which relates the norm of the wavevector k = |k|
to the the angular frequency ω = 2πν and defines its phase velocity vph and
its wavelength in the medium λA [101]

|k| = 2πnA
λ

=
nAω

c
; vph =

ω

| k | =
λ

nA
· ω

2π
= λA · ν, (2.10)

where c = 2.998 ·108 m/s is the speed of light and nA is the index of refraction
of medium A. In a medium B with higher refractive index, the light will thus
propagate with lower vph = c/n and will have a shorter wavelength λB than
in medium A.

The light diffraction produced by a periodic nanostructure is best explained
and understood with the classical description of the Huygen-Fresnel princi-
ple [102]. Every point of the light’s wave-front is origin of a secondary spherical
wave, which interferes with all its counterparts. Hence, also at every point of
the interface secondary waves will be created (see Fig. 2.3), which, according
to Eq. (2.10), exhibit a different λB upon propagation in medium B. Since
the structure is periodic, for each of these origins there will be a wave at a
distance equal to multiples of the period Λ (red crosses), for which construc-
tive interference of the wave-fronts occurs under certain angles. These angles
are determined by the condition that the optical path between such a pair of
waves has to be a multiple of λB = λ/nB (see inset of Fig. 2.3). For integers
m = [. . .− 2,−1, 0, 1, 2 . . .] and angles θm(λ) the condition

sin(θm(λ)) =
mλB

Λ
=

mλ

ΛnB
(2.11)

defines the diffraction orders of the nanostructure in transmission Tm. For
arbitrary incident angles θI 6= 0 in the plane of Fig. 2.3, Eq. (2.11) transforms
into the grating equation

sin(θm(λ)) =
1

nB

(
nA sin(θI)−

mλ

Λ

)
. (2.12)

For zeroth order transmission m = 0 or flat interfaces Λ → ∞, Eq. (2.12)
describes only the refraction of light at the interface between the two media,
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which is known as Snell’s law

nB sin(θB) = nA sin(θI), (2.13)

with θB being the refracted angle in medium B.

As can be derived from the inset of Fig. 2.3, the diffraction angle described by
Eq. (2.12) becomes larger with increasing wavelength, thus for an observer the
diffracted white light of every order m is perceived as individual colors (i.e.
rainbow).

One dimensional periodicity

A basic nanostructure with a periodicity in ~x-direction is a binary (rectangu-
lar) line array with a duty cycle (ratio of line width/period) of 0.5 (Fig. 2.4a).
Accounting for experimental imperfections, such sharp edges are hardly achiev-
able and can sometime be successfully approximated by a more rounded shape.
However, the amount of light that is coupled into each diffraction order is de-
termined by the precise shape of the periodic structure (see Sec 2.4.2) and
hence simulations have to be well adapted to the actual fabricated structures
in order to obtain good results (see Sec 3.2.2).

Figure 2.4: Examples of differnet nanostructure geometries used in this thesis.
a line array with rectangular or rounded edges, b sinusoidal lines, c embedded line array
with rounded edges and d two dimensional crossed nanostructure.

If fabrication techniques allow for it, more complex one dimensional shapes
can be fabricated - for example a sinusoidal variation of the material along the
~x-direction (Fig. 2.4b). Additional variations in depth or duty cycle can be
used in order to obtain a diffraction pattern that fits the requirements of the
underlying device.
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2 Theoretical background

Embedded structures

Besides the variations in the shape, the choice of a surrounding medium with
a different refractive index offers another degree of freedom to change the
diffraction properties (see Sec 2.4.2). More commonly, in order to preserve a
high contrast in the refractive index, a third material with very high or very
low n is introduced as a thin coating between the two surrounding materials,
as depicted in Fig. 2.4c. If the second method is used, the same material can
be used for bottom (substrate) and top (superstrate) material (see Sec. 5.3).

Embedding a nanostructure offers the possibility to have it protected against
environmental factors (see Sec. 1.3). With the resulting flat surface it provides
the same robustness as a plastic substrate and the diffractive optics of the high
index layer inside the film cannot be modified by external factors.

Figure 2.5: Definition of the polar angle (angle of incidence) θ and azimuth angle
φ of incident light. For one dimensional periodicities the lines are defined parallel to
φ = 0◦. The angle of incidence θ is always defined with respect to the surface normal.

Two dimensional periodicity

Mostly during a year, the illumination is incident from various directions,
which can be described by a polar angle (angle of incidence) θ and an az-
imuth angle φ, which are defined in Fig. 2.5. The azimuth angle is important
for nanostructures, which are not rotationally symmetric, and where φ = 0◦ is
defined parallel to the periodic lines of the previously described nanostructures.

For reasons of a higher independence on irradiation under various angles dur-
ing the year (daylight movement), crossed nanostructures, which have an ad-
ditional periodic structure in the ~y direction, are favored for light harvesting
(see Fig. 2.5) and are thus investigated in Chap. 5. Equation (2.12), which
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2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.6: Coupling of incident light to transmission orders in reciprocal space.
a Straight incident light can couple to all propagating diffraction modes in medium 2 within
a circle with radius |k0|. b Situation for a smaller period Λ2 < Λ1 (grey dots) and for
oblique incidence k‖ 6= 0 (black dots). In the second case, the diffracted light is distributed

over even more propagating angles, indicated by the dotted purple lines.

describes the diffraction angles, however, is only valid in the case of one dimen-
sional periodicity and is not sufficient to describe a two dimensional system.
If crossed structures are considered, the various waves in medium B can be
obtained by their incident wavevector |kI | = (k2z + k2‖)

1/2 and the grating vec-
tors |G| = 2π/Λ for both periodicities. Whereas, the out-of-plane component
k2z only undergoes refraction, the in-plane component of the incident wave k‖
is extended by |G| of the respective direction and order. The wavevectors of
the diffracted light are then obtained by

|kmx,my | =

[(
nB
nA

)
k2z +

(
k‖ +mx

2π

Λ
~x+my

2π

Λ
~y

)2
]1/2

. (2.14)

Equation (2.14) can be visualized in the reciprocal space (k-space) [60], which
is shown in Figure 2.6a for straight incident light. Every point in the plane
refers to a diffraction order in transmission, i.e. one combination of mx and my

from Eq. (2.14), separated by the grating vector G. An incident wave defines
a circle around the origin with radius |k0| = 2πnB/λ. The incident light, can
couple to all orders that lay within this circle and for straight incident light
(k‖ = 0) the onset wavelength for the appearance of the first transmission
order (m = 1) is defined via

|k0| ≥ 2π/Λ or λ < nBΛ. (2.15)

If the period of the nanostructure is decreased (Fig. 2.6b), this will lead to
a larger separation of the transmission orders in k-space |G2| > |G1| (grey
dots) and for a given wavelength, the number of possible diffraction orders is
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2 Theoretical background

decreased. Furthermore, for obliquely incident light there will be an additional
in-plane momentum k‖, indicated in Figure 2.6b by the green arrow, which,
according to the second term in the square root of Eq. (2.14), leads to a shift
of the availible diffraction orders (grey dots) [60].

2.4.2 Diffraction pattern & light management

The dependence of the diffraction properties from the shape of the nanostruc-
ture provides one key-advantage of periodic nanostructures for light manage-
ment. It offers an almost unlimited freedom in the design of light management
structures and consequently a high versatility. In contrast to other external
light redirection approaches (see Table 1.3), the light distribution behind the
diffractive nanostructure can be influenced through its shape for each wave-
length.

In Fig. 2.7, this distribution is shown for nanostructures with the same period
(700 nm) and duty cycle (0.5) but different shapes corresponding to Fig. 2.4.
The emergent angle for different wavelengths is shown as well as the portion
of the incident light that is diffracted to the respective order. A comparison
of the sinusoidal shape (Fig. 2.7a) with the embedded rounded line nanostruc-
ture (Fig. 2.7b) already reveals a huge difference in the almost complementary
wavelength dependent first order diffraction T1. The diffraction pattern of

Figure 2.7: Transmitted diffraction pattern of various nanostrucure geometries.
The intesity of light that is diffracted into a certain diffraction angle is indicated by the
color scale for a one dimensional sinusoidal shape, b embedded rounded rectangular and
c rectangular two dimensional crossed. The diffraction pattern changes for oblique illumi-
nation for d sinesoidal (a) and e crossed nanostructures (c) if incident azimuth and polar
angle are both set to 20◦ (see. Fig. 2.5)
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2 Theoretical background

a crossed nanostructure (Fig. 2.7c) exhibits additional mixed orders and the
light is distributed over more emergent angles than in the one dimensional case.

For a cost-effective light management, the angle dependence is important to
optimize the yearly performance (see Chap. 7). Naturally, the diffraction pat-
tern of a given nanostructure will change with respect to straight incidence
(Fig. 2.7a and d). In contrast to one dimensional structures, this effect is
much more pronounced for crossed nanostructures, as can be seen already from
Fig. 2.6b. The large number of transmission orders |km(λ)| with different radii
in the k-space increases (purple circles through grey dots) corresponds to the
number of different emergent angles in the diffraction pattern (see Figs. 2.7e).
Especially for planes of incidence that do not coincide with ~x or ~y, this leads
to a much richer diffraction pattern in terms of emergent angles, which can be
used for an angle optimized light redirection.
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3
Experimental methods & optical modeling

In the following chapter, the details of the experimental methods used in this
thesis are discussed, starting with the fabrication of the solar cells and the light
management structures. Secondly, the characterization of both the solar cells
(with and without light management) and the nanostructures is introduced,
including discussion of uncertainties and error sources in the measurements.

In the second part of this chapter, the simulation models are introduced, which
describe the nanostructures (RCWA) and the solar cells (TMM) as well as the
combination of both. The latter is thereby handled by a commercial soft-
ware or by a script developed in this thesis, depending on the nature of the
nanostructure.

3.1 Experimental methods

3.1.1 Solar cell fabrication

In order to investigate the effect of the proposed light management solution
on the solar cells, the same device architecture and fabrication conditions for
multiple devices with and without the light management nanostructures are
required. As it will be discussed in the following Chap. 4 the solar cell layer
stack, the materials used and the processing conditions were kept the same
throughout this thesis.
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3 Experimental methods & optical modeling

Figure 3.1: Solar cell fabrication. The polymer solutions are deposited onto the ITO-
coated substrates with and without light management by doctor blading, followed by an
evaporation of the ETL and the electrode, which results in the layer stack described in
Sec. 4.1.

All devices are prepared on 2 inch glass substrates, which are pre-coated
with a 150 nm layer of indium-tin-oxide (ITO), which is the transparent
electrode of the device. In the majority of experiments, the light manage-
ment structure is additionally attached to the glass substrate on its pris-
tine side, prior to the device fabrication as sketched in Fig. 3.1. The sub-
strate with the ITO side on top is shortly exposed to an ozon plasma, be-
fore a 30 nm layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrene sulfonic
acid)(PEDOT:PSS) and the absorber layer are deposited by doctor blading.
As absorber ink, the commercial semiconductor polymer lisiconR© PV-D4610
(Merck Chemicals) was chosen, blended with PC60BM in a ratio of 2:1 and
dissolved in o-dichlorobenzene. The choice of the active layer thickness (90
nm) will be discussed in Chap. 4. To ensure that the desired layer thickness
is homogeneous over the 2x2 inch substrate, a profilometer scan is carried out
to control and adjust the coating parameters. In a last step, Calcium (30
nm) and Aluminum (100 nm) layers are evaporated in a vacuum chamber at a
pressure of 1̃0−6 mBar with the thicknesses being controlled by a quartz oscil-
lator. The devices that can be characterized independently on each substrate
are defined by a shadow mask consisting of eight 3 mm wide fingers. If not
stated otherwise the lines of the nanostructures are orientated perpendicular
to these fingers (see Fig. 3.1).

3.1.2 Nanostructure fabrication

Periodic nanostructures have the great advantage, that they can be fabricated
by laser interference lithography (LIL) [103], an optical method that enables
the creation of large-area one- or two-dimensional periodic nanostructures with
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different geometries. Sub-micrometer strcutures are already commercially fab-
ricated by this method on square meter areas [104] and periods below 200nm
have been reported [105]. Besides direct patterning of large areas, another
technique used for the fabrication of up-scalable nanostructures is the repli-
cation from a master template. Once created on a sufficiently large area with
LIL ,the master can be used for a repeated or continuous embossing of the
final material. As this is the technique used in this thesis, the fabrication of
the master is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Fabrication of periodic nanostructures using laser interference
lithography. Two laser beams can generate the sinusoidal interference pattern, which
is transferred into photoresist. The resulting periodic structure is modified in depth and
ridge width to create a template with the nanostructure (see text for details).

A film of photoresist is coated onto a quartz substrate (a,b) and brought into
the LIL setup. Here, a laser is split up into two beams, which are guided
through a pinhole and subsequently interfere on the substrate surface under
an angle ±ϑ. Through the periodically varied electromagnetic field strength
of the resulting interference pattern, its shape is transferred into the photore-
sist. The wavelength, the angle ϑ and the exposure time define the precise
shape of the structure that results after the development of the (positive or
negative) photoresist (d). In a next step, the depth and the duty-cycle (ridge
width/period) will be determined. For that purpose, a thin protection layer
of chromium is deposited on the part of the structure, which should remain
as ridge, which is done by oblique evaporation (e). Through self-shadowing
of the photoresist hills, the evaporation angle ϕ thereby determines the duty
cycle of the structure and the desired depth can easily be transferred into the
quartz substrate by a successive etching step (f). The final structure is now
imprinted in a quartz master, from which next generation masters can be cre-
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ated by galvanic growth (g-i). All even generations thereby exhibit the exact
shape of the quartz master (j-k), which means that odd number generations
are used in the final embossing step (l).

Once the master is created, the replication can be performed by soft- or hot-
embossing as shown in Fig. 3.3, whereas the latter is only applicable to thermo-
formable substrates. In the soft-embossing process the nanostructure master is
coated with an anti-adhesive layer and imprinted into an UV-curable polymer
(sol-gel) which is dispensed on a transparent substrate (Fig. 3.3a). Expo-
sure with a UV lamp induces the cross linking of the sol-gel monomers and
forms a transparent and rigid film, which remains when the master is released.
Through the choice of an appropriate sol-gel material, the elasticity and the
refractive index can be optimized to best match the properties of the substrate.

For fabrication on plastic substrates, it is more convenient to imprint the
nanostructure directly into the material of choice by the hot-embossing tech-
nique (Fig. 3.3b). In order to be deformable, the plastic substrate has to be
heated slightly above its glass transition temperature. The master is then
pressed into the plastic under a load, while the plastic is cooled down and
relaxes with a nanostructured surface. Again, the material properties play a
crucial role and the choice of the plastic is important for the quality of the
structures.

Figure 3.3: Replication of periodic nanostructures on glass and plastic a by us-
ing an sol-gel, which is hardened through UV illumination or b by hot-embossing into a
thermoformable substrate. c In a second step, a coating can be evaporated and with a
dispension of the UV-polymer the structure can be embedded into the polymer matrix. d
The hot-embossing technique can be well up-scaled by continous patterning in a roll-to-roll
line. e Sheets of 500 cm2 were fabricated for this thesis.
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Embedded structures

After the embossing, it is possible to create a burried nanostructure embed-
ded into a polymer matrix. This is done by evaporation of a transparent and
high refractive index material (indicated on the left side of Fig. 3.3c), like zinc
sulfide (ZnS), on the periodically modulated interface of the molded nanos-
tructure. After the deposition of another layer of the UV-curable polymer,
the structure becomes a self-standing, embedded diffractive film.

Up-scalable production

The techniques described above have the potential to be replicated on large
area plastic substrates, which fully correlates with the production of printed
PV. A thin nickel master of a nanostructure can be bent around a cylinder of
a roll-to-roll line (Fig. 3.3d) and enable serial embossing of large area plastic
substrates. Fig. 3.3e, shows an 20 cm wide embossed foil with a periodic
nanostructure produced by a pilot line, which will be used in Chap. 5.

3.1.3 Solar cell characterization

The efficiency of a solar cell is measured by ramping the externally applied
voltage from -1.5 V to 1.5 V under illumination and continuously measuring the
generated photocurrent. With the known device area A this is converted into a
current density and VOC , JSC and FF are derived from the resulting JV-curve.
However, both the incident power Pinc and the short-circuit current density
JSC , which define the final device efficiency, are dependent on the illumination
conditions (Eqs. (2.8) and (2.5)). Hence, for a correct characterization the
properties of the light source have to be known exactly. Moreover, in order
to compare eith device efficiencies reported in the literature, the measurement
conditions and in particular the illumination have to be standardized and
carefully controlled during the measurement [106]. Overestimation of device
efficiencies upon incorrect measurement is a serious issue in the community
of emerging PV technologies [107], since the impact of a publication is often
coupled to the reported solar cell efficiency.

Standard test conditions (STC)

For that purpose, a terrestrial reference spectrum (AM1.5G) is given in Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission (IEQ) Standard 60904-3 and the Ameri-
can Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard G173. It is defined as
the spectrum that is transmitted through 1.5 times the atmosphere thickness
(air-mass AM = 1.5, zenith angle of 48.2 ◦) including absorption according to
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the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere [108] and is shown in Fig. A.1. A mea-
surement using this spectrum with an integrated power density of 1000 W/m2

(often referred to as ”one sun”) at a device temperature of 25◦ and straight
incidence (θ = 0◦) defines the standard test conditions (STC) for photovoltaic
characterization, which are also applied in this thesis.

A sciencetech SS2.5kW solar simulator equipped with several filters served as
the light source exhibiting a high collimation of±3◦. The power density of 1000
W/m2 was ensured using a calibrated silicon photodiode (by VLSI Standards)
at a given measurement distance. The xenon arc lamp was switched on at
least 30 minutes prior to a measurement, in order to stabilize the emission.
Since nevertheless certain deviation from the reference spectrum is inevitable
(see Fig. A.1), a spectral mismatch factor was determined in Appendix A for
some measurements. For each substrate, eight devices with an area of A =
0.04 cm2 are defined by a metallic aperture, which is placed above the center
of the 3 mm wide metal fingers of the back electrode (Sec. 3.1.1).

Stability

Despite a careful alignement of the sample and the light source, there are
several factors that can affect the measured photovoltaic parameters:

1. Changes in device performance with time (degradation) or illumination
2. Dependence on the temperatur of the device
3. Fluctuations in local light intensity
4. Variations of local layer quality and film thickness between devices

The first effect refers to the stability of organic solar cells in general, since
several layers of the device are sensitive to humidity or oxidation. The devices
thus have to be protected by encapsulation or measurement has to be carried
out in nitrogen atmosphere. In the experiments reported in this thesis, a N2-
filled housing is used, which is considered to provide sufficient protection for
the duration of the measurement. However, due to the quartz window of the
housing (n ≈ 1.5), a correction factor has to be introduced to account for the
additional reflections.

The second effect, leads to a decrease in the open-circuit voltage and in the
fill factor after several successive measurements (see Fig. 3.4b). The voltage
decrease is attributed to a temperature rise in the sample housing through
long term illumination, which is known to affect the VOC [88]. The effect can
be reduced when a dwell time of 60 second is kept between two successive
measurements.

The third effect can be provoked by the lamp itself, by its power source or by
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a b

Figure 3.4: Multiple measurements of a reference device were performed under the given
test conditions and the main photovoltaic parameters are shown. The standard deviaition
σ of these parameters was used to determine an addtional systematic error of the mea-
surement. For the voltage resolution, ∆VOC = 0.01 is larger than σ and hence is set to
the same value.

a changed measurement environment, which may introduce additional reflec-
tions that alter the light intensity distribution. This error can be estimated by
taking the standard deviation σ of multiple measurements of the same solar
cell without changing the measurement configuration (see Fig. 3.4).

The fourth effect can be related to minor deviations in the printing and evap-
oration conditions within one substrate, caused by small local differences in
surface energy, ink volume, drying conditions after coating or in the evapo-
ration rate. These variations cause errors, which are partly systematic and
partly statistic of nature and which can at best be accessed by a large number
of devices. This enables a statistical determination of the average and the vari-
ance. Since the evaporation step is limited to four substrates (two with light
management, two without) with eight devices each, in each direct comparison
16 devices are compared. If more devices are compared, a second evaporation
round could additional yield differences in the metal thickness, which would
introduce another uncertainty and thus is avoided if possible.

Angle dependent measurements

To maintain the calibrated power density, for angle dependent measurements,
a constant distance to the light source is ensured for all angles of incidence
by a home-build holder for the N2-filled housing. The rotation axis is set to
coincide with the plane of the samples, which can be aligned to the axis by
a linear stage. The tilt angle of the samples with respect to the illumination
direction is however adjusted manually to a scale, which yields an uncertainty
of ±0.2◦.
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External quantum efficiency

External quantum efficiency (EQE) is measured without white light bias in a
N2-filled glovebox using the light of a xenon lamp passing through a monochro-
mator and guided towards the masked (A = 0.04 cm2) sample through an
optical fiber. As a reference for the successive measurement, the wavelength
dependent intensity of the monochromatic light is recorded by a calibrated
silicon photodiode with a known spectral response. The short circuit current
densitiy JSC can be calculated for the measured ηEQE and the AM1.5G refer-
ence spectrum by Eq. (2.5). As described in Appendix A, a comparison with
the values obtained from J-V measurements (see Fig. A.2) can further provide
a control for the spectral match of the illumination conditions.

3.1.4 Nanostructure characterization

As mentioned in Sec. 2.4.2, the precise shape of the nanostructure has a strong
impact on its diffraction properties, hence, the characterization of the fabri-
cated structures is very important. Verification of the period and depth of the
master is usually done by atomic-force-microscopy (AFM), while the shape of
a replicated structure is best observed through scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). It is possible that due to variations in the shape, the final structure
will have a different optimum period and depth than those obtained by the
initial simulations. Hence, it might take several iterations of simulation and
fabrication until the desired optical properties are obtained. During this opti-
mization step, the simulation model as well as the LIL parameters have to be
continuously adjusted.

Diffraction efficiency measurement

With the optical setup shown in Fig. 3.5, the diffraction efficiency of the fi-
nal nanostructure can be measured and compared to the simulations. The
nanostructure is replicated on one half of a glass substrate. Using an index
matching gel, a cylindrical lens is attached to the pristine glass backside, which
provides a constant out-coupling angle for the diffracted light. The sample is
then mounted with the nanostructure facing a collimated light source. In or-
der to measure the wavelength and angle dependent diffraction intensity, both
the sample and the light source are rotated in steps of 2◦ and the transmitted
light is collected by a fixed spectrometer. By shifting the lens to the part
of the substrate without any nanostructure, a reference measurement Sref (λ)
can be recorded. The diffraction efficiency for each wavelength λ can thus be
calculated. Dividing the measured angle dependent spectrum S(θ, λ) by the
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reference (see inset of Fig. 3.5).

For a correct execution, special care has to be taken for the alignment of the
setup. Due to the rotational movement during the measurement, one has to
make sure that at θ = 0◦ the following conditions apply:

• the light source, the center of rotation and the camera are aligned parallel
to the same (optical) axis.

• the axis of rotation lays within the plane of the nanostructure and both
are orthogonal to the optical axis

• the cylindrical lens is aligned parallel to both the groves of the nanos-
tructure and the rotational axis

• the center of the lens is coinciding with the optical axis to avoid refraction
at its surface

The adjustment is performed manually through a set of translation and rota-
tion stages, which induce small measurement errors. Additionally, due to
structural imperfections the diffracted light of a single wavelength is dis-
tributed over 2-3 angular measurements (see Fig. 3.5). This leads to an un-
derestimation of the diffracted light if only the light under one emergent angle
is compared to the reference. Stray light or unwanted reflections can conse-
quently induce further sources of error.

Figure 3.5: Setup for diffraction efficiency measurement. The diffracted spectrum behind
the nanostrcutre at each angle S(θ) is compared to a reference transmission recorded at
straight incidence without nanostructure.

To reduce this errors and obtain results that are comparable with the simula-
tions, some post-processing needs to be performed on the data. Firstly, since
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the simulation data of emergent angles is symmetric, the efficiencies of positive
and negative diffraction orders can be averaged to account for small alignment
errors. Secondly, intensities of single wavelengths distributed over adjacent
angular measurements, are summed up and assigned to its central emerging
angle, which as well provides an increased alignment robustness. Thirdly, in
order to provide a clearer comparison with the simulations in Fig. 4.11c, it
is accounted for stray light: the recorded data points with an intensity lower
than a given threshold are neglected, which is determined by the highest values
between the diffraction orders, where no light is expected from diffraction.

3.2 Optical modeling

Since in the present approach, the light management structure is separated
from the solar cell layers by a thick (incoherent) and transparent substrate,
the optical modeling consists of three separate parts as shown in Fig. 3.7.

(I) The most elementary part is the calculation of surface transmission TSF

and reflections RSF for the air interface of material A (which in the case
of A = air is redundant).

(II) The second part is the numerical calculation of the wavelength depen-
dent diffraction efficiencies and emergent angles of the nanostructure
sandwiched between material A and material B for both reflection and
transmission (R, T) and for both directions of incidence (top, bottom).

(III) Finally, the third part is the optical simulation of the solar cell stack,
starting with light incident from material B. As for opaque OPV T opv =
0, the remaining magnitude of interest (besides the reflection Ropv) is
the absorption in the absorber layer Absopv.

After these quantities are calculated separately for various angles of incidence
as described in the following Sec. 3.2.1–3.2.3, they can be combined (incoher-
ently) by matrix multiplication (Sec. 3.2.4), accounting for the absorption-free
propagation through material A and B.

3.2.1 Surface reflections

Angle dependent reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface be-
tween material i and material A are given by the Fresnel-Equations. In case
of non-magnetic media these read for s-polarized (TE) and p-polarized (TM)
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light respectively [101]

rs =
ni cos(θi)− nA cos(θA)

ni cos(θi) + nA cos(θA)
ts =

2ni cos(θi)

ni cos(θi) + nA cos(θA)
, (3.1)

rp =
nA cos(θi)− ne cos(θA)

nA cos(θi) + ni cos(θA)
tp =

2ni cos(θi)

nA cos(θi) + ni cos(θA)
, (3.2)

with θA defined by θi and Snell’s law (Eq. (2.13)) and with the refractive
indices, which for our case are ni = 1 and nA = nA(λ) for air and material A,
respectively.

3.2.2 Periodic nanostructures

The amount of light that is diffracted by a periodic array of nanostructures
cannot be determined analytically, but necessitates numerical treatment. Since
the diffraction of periodic nanostructures depend strongly on their exact shape,
screening of various structural parameters demands rapid calculation of a sin-
gle structure. For this purpose, rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) has
proven to be a very powerful method for the optical simulation of periodic
structures [109, 110]. Since RCWA makes use of the periodicity of the struc-
ture Λ to rigorously solve Maxwell’s equations, its computation speed out-
performs other differential (FDTD, FE) and integral (VIE, SIE) numerical
methods [111].

Figure 3.6: Simulation of periodic nanostructures. The periodic variation of the per-
mitiivity is treated seperately for different slices through the structure and approximated
by a Fourier expansion of both permittvity and electromagnetic field.

Rigorous coupled wave analysis

In summary, the region that is composed of different materials is divided into
slices parallel to the surface (see Fig. 3.6). Since the permittivity in each of
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these layers j is periodically modulated, it can be expanded as a Fourier series
around an average εavg

εj(x) = [εA ·DCj + εB · (1−DCj)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
εavg

+
∑
h=1

εh exp

(
i
2πh

Λ
x

)
. (3.3)

where DCj is the local duty cycle in layer j (see Fig. 3.6) and εh is the hth
Fourier component. In order to solve the wave equation for the modulated
region

∇2E + (2π/λ)2εj(x)E = 0 (3.4)

the field for both polarizations is likewise expressed by a Fourier expansion
for the electric and the magnetic field, respectively [110]. The coefficients of
Si(z) and Ui(z) can then be determined by the boundary conditions of the
fields at the interfaces of all layers in order to satisfy Maxwell’s equations.
For a deeper understanding the reader is referred to Ref. [112] and Ref. [110].
In the following, a commercial software based on the RCWA model was used
to predict the diffraction efficiencies for a given geometry, supported by a
graphical user interface, which was created during this thesis.

3.2.3 Thin film solar cells

As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, optical waves in organic solar cells can generally be
described by the transfer matrix method (TMM), which is described in the
following based on the work of Pettersson et al. [113] and Ref. [114].

Transfer matrix method

At every point of the solar cell stack, the electric field is treated as an superpo-
sition of left- and rightwards traveling waves. Along the z-direction orthogonal
to the layer interfaces this reads

E(z) = E(z)+ + E(z)− with E(z)± = A± · e±ikz ·z (3.5)

where the amplitudes A± are defined by reflection, transmission and atten-
uation in the multi-layer system and have to be determined. To account for
propagation through the layers, two matrices can be derived - an interface
matrix Ii,j that accounts for propagation from layer i to j, as defined by the
boundary condition of the Maxwell equations (continuity of the tangential
components of electric and magnetic field) as well as a propagation matrix
Lj (also layer matrix or phase matrix), describing the phase difference that is
accumulated while traveling through a layer j with thickness dj[

E+
i

E−i

]
= Ii,j

[
E+
j

E−j

]
and

[
E+
j0

E−j0

]
= Lj

[
E+
jd

E−jd

]
(3.6)
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with

Ii,j =
1

tij

[
1 rij
rij 1

]
and Lj =

[
e−iζjdj 1

1 eiζjdj

]
(3.7)

where rij and tij are given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) and ζj = 2πñj cos(θj)/λ,
with complex index of refraction ñj . For propagation through several layers
these matrices can be multiplied to obtain a system transfer matrix S. For
the simple case of a slab of two layers in air, this would read[

E+
0

E−0

]
= I0,1L1I1,2L2I2,3︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

[
E+

3

E−3

]
with r =

S21

S11
, t =

1

S11
, (3.8)

being the reflection and transmission coefficients for the full layer system, re-
spectively. The same approach can be applied to only part of the layer stack
in order to obtain the left and right propagating electric field within a layer j
[113]. With the respective reflection and transmission coefficients of the two
sub-parts, the spatial electric field profile can be determined and |E|2 can be
calculated, as shown in Sec. 2.2, Fig. 2.2c.

Absorption in the active layer

The spatial energy dissipation Qj(z) of the electromagnetic field, which is
proportional to |E|2 and defines the number of created excitons in layer j, can
be calculated as

Qj(z) =
1

2
cε0αnj |Ej(z)|2 =

αnj
2η0
|Ej(z)|2 (3.9)

where ε0 is the vacuum permeability and η0 = 1/cε0 the vacuum impedance.
By integration over the extend of the active layer, finally the absorption spec-
trum can be obtained. By using ηIQE = 1, the external quantum efficiency
ηEQE can eventually be estimated.

Optical anisotropy

Although the above described one-dimensional model can be extended for
oblique incident light [115–117], it still assumes optical isotropic materials.
However, many organic materials show anisotropy [118, 119], which means
that their dielectric function will change for oblique light propagation. Be-
sides changes in the absorption coefficient between light propagating in-plane
α‖ and out-of-plane α⊥, anisotropy will give rise to an error in the accumulates
phase in layer j.
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This error was reported to be proportional to the optical path and the differ-
ence in the refractive indices δ ∝ (dj/λ) · (n‖j − n

⊥
j ) [120]. It is thus expected

to have only minor effects for thin film devices with dj < 100 nm and λ > 400
nm. Since despite large internal propagation angles, good agreement with the
experimental enhancement is obtained by this model, this assumption is con-
sidered acceptable for the devices used in this thesis.

3.2.4 Combination of RCWA and TMM

Commercial software: setfos

A combination of the various optical systems can be obtained by the use of
the commercial TMM software setfos by FLUXiM, which is dedicated to the
simulation of thin film optoelectronic devices and offers the possibility to in-
tegrate a diffractive (or scattering) interface (II in Fig. 3.7). This interface,
represented by a bidirectional scattering distribution functions (BSDF) has
to be located between (thick) layers, which are treated incoherently by the
software [121]. This condition is fulfilled for the structures investigated in this
thesis. The BSDF(λ,θin,θout) thereby provides the portion of light that is redi-
rected into each emergent angle for every wavelength and incident angle. The
resolution thereby is usually set to ∆λ = 1 nm and ∆θ = 2 degree, respectively.

To create the BSDF of a given nanostructure, a Matlab based program per-
forms the RCWA calculations for 45 incident and emergent angles and for both
directions of incidence (top and bottom) and stores the results in a text file,
which can be imported into setfos. Finally, the absorption in the OPV with
an integrated nanostructure can be calculated and compared to the reference
without light management.

Limitations

With this procedure, the screening of various parameters of the nanostructure
becomes extremely time-consuming, since for every set of parameters (shape,
period, depth, dc, coating) a new BSDF text file has to be created and fed
into the software. Although this can be improved by a repeated execution of
the software with a successive exchange of the BSDF file, still a huge number
of BSDF has to be created in advance.

A further limitation of this method is given by the fact that setfos does not
distinguish between different polarizations in the BSDF, although it considers
the polarization in the inherent TMM formalism. Additionally, the BSDF is
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Figure 3.7: Simulation model. The coherently coupled parts (nanostructure and solar
cell) are calculated independently and approximated as interface with angle and wavelength
dependent reflection and tranmission coefficients. The same can further be done for two
incoherently linked interfaces (II and III) to further simplify the problem.

only capable of incident and emergent angles between 0◦–90◦, and is treated to
have rotational symmetry. For light that is incident on simple binary nanos-
tructures (Fig. 2.4a-c) from a plane perpendicular to the nanostructure grooves
(planar diffraction; defined by the azimuthal angle φ = 0◦), this still delivers
correct results, because the diffracted light impinging on the nanostructure
from below lays in the same plane (see 1 in Fig. 3.7). However, for coni-
cal diffraction as well as for two-dimensional or asymmetric nanostructures as
treated in Chap. 5, this model is not anymore valid.

Although for some two dimensional calculations (Chap. 7) it is convenient to
use this approach by averaging the BSDF over various (typically 3) azimuth
angles φ, the general modeling of non-symmetric nanostructures necessitates a
360◦ simulation of diffracted light. Recently, a new model on optical properties
of textured optical sheets (OPTOS) was developed for general light manage-
ment for solar cells [122–124], which inspired the development of the following
alternative model.

Own model

As shown in Fig. 3.7, for every wavelength λ the calculation in each of the
above discussed parts yield reflection, transmission or absorption matrices that
assign an efficiency to any emergent angle with respect to any incident angle.
However, in contrast to a general treatment (OPTOS) the number of possible
propagation angles can be drastically reduced due to its diffractive nature
[125]. Through the initial incidence of light onto the nanostructure, the allowed
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diffraction orders m = −N . . .N (see Fig.2.6) define a set of m possible polar
and azimuth propagation angles [θ(m), φ(m)] for every λ, which determine
the dimension of the calculated matrices: RCWA calculations of part II are
performed up to N = 4 and hence the resulting 9× 9 matrices (4m+ 1)

Rtopθ(m,λ),λ, T
top
θ(m,λ),λ, R

bot
θ(m,λ),λ, T

bot
θ(m,λ),λ (3.10)

are sufficient to fully describe the optics of the nanostructure.

Since θin and θout are the same for flat interfaces (I and III), they will have
only diagonal matrix elements, which are calculated by Eqs. 3.1–3.2 and by
setfos, respectively. From the layer thicknesses and permittivies of the OPV
stack, the latter is used to calculate

Ropvθ,λ , Abs
opv
θ,λ (3.11)

for all incident angles in steps of 1◦, which serves as a reference table for the
entries of the 9× 9 matrix, which depend on λ and [θ(m), φ(m)] of the respec-
tive nanostructure.

By this means, for each interface, polarization and wavelength, a set of matri-
ces is constructed, which subsequently can be used to calculate the optics of the
whole system. Since for the connecting media A and B loss-less and incoher-
ent propagation is assumed, this can be done by matrix multiplications[124].
Furthermore, using the Neumann series (geometric series for matrices), an
Airy summation [126] can be performed to merge the interfaces II and III,
yielding four effective matrices for a virtual interface IV [122]. Since light is
incident only from the top on this interface and due to the opaque electrode,
this further reduces to only two matrices,

RIV,top = Rtop + T bot ·
[
I −Ropv ·Rbot

]−1

·Ropv · T top (3.12)

Abs′ = Absopv ·
[
I −Rbot ·Ropv

]−1

· T top, (3.13)

with I beeing the 9×9 unity matrix. With this, the problem is reduced to
two interfaces (I and IV) that are connected incoherently by a transparent
medium A and the final absorption in the photoactive layer Abs′′ can be cal-
culated again by using the Neumann series to account for the infinite number
of reflections within the two interfaces

Abs′′ = Abs′ ·
[
I −RSF ·RIV,top

]−1

TSF . (3.14)
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Validation

The results of this model were compared to those obtained by setfos for an
embedded line nanostructure (Fig. 3.8a) and almost perfect agreement was
obtained (only small polarization-related effects can bee seen). However, as
soon as a two dimensional periodicity is modeled, setfos does not account for
the full angular information of the diffracted light and deviations are observed
between the models (Fig. 3.8b).

Figure 3.8: Comparisson of setfos with the new model. a Good agreement is
found for one-dimensional and symmetric embedded nanostructures. b For embedded
two-dimensional structures deviations are observed even for straight incidence.

Besides the polarization dependent calculation and the consideration of az-
imuthal angles, the time needed for computation and screening of the nanos-
tructure parameters can be reduced significantly with the new model. In the
future, this program could easily be expanded to have a shape optimization
routine.
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4
Proof of principle

In the first section, a reference stack for organic solar cells is introduced, which
serves as basis for following simulations and experiments. Since light redirec-
tion at the surface is a very common approach for light management in OPVs
(see Sec. 1.2.1), the effects that govern the light-propagation under large in-
ternal angles and their influence on the absorption in organic solar cells are
reviewed.

In the second section, the experimental validation of external nanostructures
for light management is presented. The resulting spectral absorption enhance-
ments are analyzed and related to the diffraction properties of the nanostruc-
tures.

4.1 Reference device

In advance of this work a device architecture had to be defined to serve as
the basis for computational analysis and for optimization of the nanostructure
diffraction. Furthermore, this reference device enables the comparison of var-
ious light management configurations.

It is constituted by the following layers (see Fig. 4.2a)

1) A glass substrate pre-coated with 150 nm of ITO is used as a reliable
transparent electrode.
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2) Commercial PEDOT:PSS (Heraeus Cleviostm P VP AI 4083) was used
as the hole transport layer (HTL).

3) A commercial donor polyme (Merck lisiconR© PV-D46101) was chosen
as the absorber, which shows promising up-scaling properties [127]. It is
mixed with PC60BM with ratio (2:1) and dissolved in orthodichloroben-
zene (ODCB).

4) Calcium is evaporated as electron transport layer (ETL)

5) Aluminum is evaporated as opaque back electrode

Optical properties of the used materials

Figure 4.1: Optical properties of the used materials. a Real and complex part of
the refractive index of the used materials. b Transmittance and c Reflectance of a 140 nm
layer of the absorber blend compared with optical simulations.

For the optical simulations, the software setfos is used (see Sec. 3.2.4). It
provides a database for the optical constants of commonly used materials, like
standard metals (Al, Ca) as well as various organic and inorganic transport
layers like PEDOT:PSS AI4083 or zinc oxide (ZnO), which are all shown in
Fig. 4.1a. Additionally, the data for ITO is provided by the supplier of the
substrate and MoO3 was taken2 from Ref. [128]. The optical properties of the
absorber blend were determined by ellipsometry of doctor bladed samples at a
project partner and agreed with values obtained on pure PV-D4610 [127] for
λ > 450 nm. The values were further confirmed by comparing the measured
transmittance (Fig. 4.1b) and reflectance (Fig. 4.1c) spectra of a dry, 140 nm
thick layer of the blend, with the corresponding simulated spectra.

1preferably fabricated in the standard configuration, http://www.merck-performance-
materials.com/merck-ppf/detailRequest?source=PRONET&docId=201407.288, accessed on
06.12.2016

2provided through http://refractiveindex.info/?shelf=main&book=MoO3&page=Lajaunie-
%CE%B2, accesed in August 2015
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Figure 4.2: Reference device for the light management studies. a The standard
configuration is preferable for the chosen commercial donor polymer PV-D4610. b Its
thickness has two performance maxima, from which the thinner layer thickness d = 90 nm
is chosen.

Active layer thickness

Whereas the thickness of the transport layers (Pedot, Ca) was set to 30 nm
(see Sec. 3.1.1), the thickness of the active layer was optimized though opti-
cal simulation. Figure 4.2b shows the predicted maximum current density for
different absorber thicknesses, which reveal two local maxima at 90 nm and
at 230 nm provoked by the interference conditions in the stack (Sec. 2.2.2).
Since thinner layers usually exhibit higher fill factors (see Sec. 2.1.2), the first
maximum at d = 90 nm is chosen. Moreover, the layers with the highest homo-
geneity over the extend of the substrate were obtained by blade coating of the
thinner layer, since a slower blade speed provides a more controlled deposition.

4.2 Angle dependent modeling

In the following, the optical properties of the introduced OPV device are an-
alyzed in detail. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1 the software is used to calculate
the absorption in the photoactive layer, when the device is illuminated with
the standard sun spectrum (see Fig. A.1). Using Eq. (2.5) with ηIQE = 1 a
maximum current density can be predicted for the device. In this section, the
dependence of the current generation in the absorber layer with respect to the
illumination angle is investigated.

Figure 4.3a shows the simulations of the maximum current density in the active
layer as a function of the incident angle θI . Upon increasing θI , the generated
current density likewise increases until the surface reflectance approach unity
at very large angles (see Fig. A.3) and thus the absorption and the current
in the active layer vanishes. Since a photovoltaic device is always illuminated
from air, the highest accessible angle in the glass substrate (nS = 1.5) is re-
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Figure 4.3: Modeling of the generated photocurrent under oblique light prop-
agation in the OPV. a Light incident from air can only access propagating angles be-
low θS ≈ 42◦ in the substrate of the device. The resulting photocurrent increases until
high surface reflection leads to a decline. b If the light was propagating at larger angles
(θS > 42◦) in the same device, a higher current density could be obtained.

stricted by Snell’s law (Eq. (2.13)) to θS,max = 41.8◦.

However, if a light management structure is applied at the surface, this refrac-
tion limit can be overcome and steeper propagation angles in the substrate
become accessible (θS > 41.8◦). Figure 4.3b shows the simulation result for
light propagating directly in the substrate, ignoring the angle dependent refrac-
tion and reflections at the first interface of the device. The maximum current
density value at θS = 56◦ (14 mA cm−2) is 30% higher than at θS = 0◦. This
emphasizes that it will be desirable to guide light into these steep angles using
additional optical structures, as it was proposed by many of the works dis-
cussed in Sec. 1.2.1. However, the principles governing this enhancement have
not yet been fully analyzed and will be further investigated in the following

4.2.1 Optical path length

In order to explain the strong angle dependent absorption observed in Fig. 4.3b,
the enhancement is commonly attributed to an increased optical path length
in the absorbing layer [68–71, 73, 76, 77]. In devices that contain a reflective
opaque metal back electrode, incident light is assumed to undergo a double
pass through the multi-layer structure for straight incidence. If the light is
impinging under an angle, the optical path length L in the absorbing layer
with thickness d increases from L0 = 2d to Lϑ = 2d · cos(ϑA)−1, where ϑA is
the propagation angle inside the active layer. In case of a perfectly reflecting
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Figure 4.4: Competition of path-length enhancement and thin film interference
in the OPV. a Two absorber materials are simulated embedded in the reference stack.
b Attenuation length of three materials in multiples of the active layer thickness d = 90
nm. c Absorption in the homogeneous absorber, dependent on the wavelength and the
propagation angle θS in the substrate, for an incoherent and d for a coherent active layer.
e Absorption in PV-D4610:PC60BM blend in the same device simulated for incoherent and
f coherent light propagation.

back electrode, the attenuation Att = 1− I(L)/I0 in an arbitrary thick active
layer, mainly caused by absorption, will increase with L according to Eq. (2.9),
i.e. the Lambert-Beer law (see Fig. 2.2).

To visualize this effect for an active layer embedded in the solar cell stack
(Fig. 4.4a), a fictitious absorber is introduced, which exhibits a wavelength
independent attenuation length `A = 4d (Fig. 4.4b) and a constant refrac-
tive index of n = 1.95. According to Eq. (2.9), `A = α(λ)−1 is the distance
in the medium, after which light is attenuated to 1/e of its initial intensity
and d = 90 nm is the thickness of the active layer. Considering the active
layer as incoherent in the software, interference effects are neglected in the
transfer matrix calculation. Hence, for increasing angles, only the effect of
the enlarged path length is revealed. Figure 4.4c shows the absorption in this
modeled active layer at different wavelengths and for all possible angles in the
substrate Abs(λ, θS). For all wavelengths an increased absorption is observed
for enlarged propagation angles, as expected from an enlarged optical light
path in the absorbing layer. Although the absorber was modeled to have op-
tical properties that do not depend on the wavelength, a slight dependence is
introduced by the other layers of the stack, in which the interference effects
are still considered and contribute to the light intensity in the active layer.

If the 90 nm thick absorber layer is treated coherently, interference of trans-
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mitted and reflected light in the active layer is taken into account (Fig. 4.4d)
and Eq. (2.9) is no longer sufficient to describe the angle dependent absorption.
The absorption is not only further increased for all angles (even at straight inci-
dence), but also large differences are obtained for different wavelength regions,
despite the constant attenuation length of the modeled absorber. Especially
for larger θS > θS,max the absorption is dominated by thin film interference
effects.

Figure 4.5: Absorbtion ratio with respect to straight light propagation. a All
layers of the stack are treated incoherently. b All thin layers but the active is treted
coherently. c All thin layers are treted coherently. The absorption enhancement for large
propagation angles changes drastically in regions where `A of the absorber is large.

Intuitively, in the case of PV-D4610:PC60BM the improvements arising from a
longer optical path should be stronger at wavelengths for which the absorption
is weak (large `A), and negligible at those, where light is already fully absorbed
in one round-trip. If the interference effects are neglected in the whole layer
stack (Fig. 4.5a), the enhancement maxima coincide with the maxima in the
absorption length (see Fig. 4.4b) following the Lambert-Beer law for an in-
creased path. However, if coherence effects are considered in all layers but the
absorber (see Fig. 4.5b), the path length enhancement around λ ≈ 500 nm is
compromised by the resulting field distribution.

Finally, if the device is simulated with coherent light propagation in all layers
(Fig. 4.5c), the angle dependent absorption changes completely. Steep angles
above λ = 700 nm, where the absorber is weak and consequently the path
length theory predicted one of the strongest relative enhancement, are now
disadvantageous with respect to straight propagation. Moreover, the shifted
maximum suggest an enhancement of 70%, which is much higher than the 38%
achievable though path length enhancement only.

Fig. 4.5 directly provides the information whether for an incoming wavelength
it is advantageous (red) or disadvantageous (blue) to be diffracted into a spe-
cific propagation angle θS . Furthermore, once this ratio is calculated for a
given thin film PV device, it can be used to define an upper limit of the ab-
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sorption enhancement: if the highest value is chosen for every λ, the integral
will yield the maximum absorption enhancement that is theoretically attain-
able in a given device through light redirection.

It can be concluded, that in all cases a larger propagation angle enhances
the overall absorption. However, the increased path-length which is usually
attributed for this enhancement plays only a minor role in the case of thin
film solar cell. Although the path of the light in the active layer is indeed
enhanced by a factor 1/ cos(ϑA) (Fig. 4.5a), which is known to be a dominant
enhancement mechanism in classical weak absorbing silicon solar cells [129], its
contribution is outbalanced by interference effects that dominate the field dis-
tribution in the active layer and thus the overall enhancement. Consequently,
the absorption increase under large angles becomes wavelength dependent (see
Sec. 2.3), which provides an even higher potential for optimization than cur-
rently exploited by the wavelength independent light redirection strategies,
listed in Tab. 1.3.

4.2.2 Interference effects

Since the above analysis emphasized the importance of interference effects in
the OPV stack, more simulations were performed to reveal the effects that
govern the spatial distribution of the field in the OPV at different incident
angles. In Fig. 4.6a, light propagation inside the substrate and the OPV stack
is sketched. Since the photon absorption rate is proportional to the energy
dissipation Q(z), the modulus squared of the electric field |E(z)|2 can be re-
constructed with Eq. (3.9), if the material permittivities are known.

Fig. 4.6b shows the angle dependent field |E(z)|2 of both polarizations for two
selected wavelengths (λ1 = 410 nm and λ2 = 620 nm), which are located in
the spectral regions of lowest and highest absorption under straight incidence,
repectively (see Fig. 4.4f). Upon reflection at the aluminum layer, the light
experiences a phase shift of 180◦, which leads to destructive interference and
a vanishing field intensity at the back electrode and to a field maximum in the
adjacent layer.

As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, the area under |E(z)|2 in the active layer is pro-
portional to the absorbed light. Figure 4.6b shows that, for straight incidence
(black curve), the position of the field maxima is much better centered in the
active layer in the case of λ2 = 620 nm than for λ1 = 410, which consequently
leads to an absorption of 67% compared to 33% (Fig. 4.6c). With increasing
angles the maxima slightly shifts away from the electrode, which can be ex-
plained by a combined spatial and temporal shift in the phase difference of
incident and reflected light [115]. In the blue wavelength regime, this leads
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to a more preferred field distribution for all studied angles and consequently
the absorption is enhanced (see Fig. 4.6c). For red light the field amplitude
and the absorption increase for θS = 25◦ and θS = 50◦, although the maxima
shift from the center towards the PEDOT layer. An increase in |E(xj)|2 is
observed in both cases for large angles and is strongest for θS = 50◦. This is
likely caused by changed Fresnel interface reflections at large angles.

Figure 4.6: Angle dependent field distribution. a An increased propagation angle
inside the substrate leads to wavelength dependent propagation in the succesive layers. b
For λ = 410 nm and for λ = 620 nm the field distributions in the stack are shown for
four angles of incidence. c Angle dependent absorption in the active layer, which is either
enhanced or decreased for different wavelength regions.

All things considered, the angle dependent current enhancement is originating
from the interplay of thin film interference and reflections at the interfaces
within the OPV stack. The latter effect provides particularly strong absorp-
tion for large propagation angles in the substrate, which are only accessible
through the coupling to higher diffraction orders. The first effect introduces
an increased wavelength dependence to the absorption. Both effects can be
obtained by the design of diffractive nanostructures.

4.2.3 Influence of device architecture

Obviously, if the layer configuration or the materials used are changed, also the
interference conditions will be affected and the angular dependent absorption
(Fig. 4.4f) will consequently change. To confirm the general applicability of
the conclusions drawn above, the same simulations were performed for differ-
ent device architectures and absorbers.

In Fig. 4.7, three different active material blends are compared: a) the homoge-
neous absorber from the previous simulation, b) the blend PV-D6410:PC60BM
and c) poly [4,8-bis (5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl) benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b’] di-thio
phene-co-3-fluorothieno [3,4-b] thiophene-2-carboxylate] (PTB7-Th) blended
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Figure 4.7: Investigation of different absorber materials in two device configu-
rations a-c Angle dependenet absorption spectra in the respective active layer for the
standard device configuration and d-f for the inverted device configuration.

with PC71BM. All three are modeled in two device configurations: standard
(see Fig. 4.2) and inverted (glass/ITO/ZnO/Active/PEDOT:PSS/Ag). Fig-
ures. 4.7a-c and 4.7d-f show the differences in absorption ∆Abs(λ, θS) with
respect to straight propagation Abs(λ, 0).

As appears from Fig. 4.7, the angular dependent absorption is rather defined
by the layer configuration than by the chosen semiconductor material. The
device stack hence mainly determines the angular response of the OPV, since
it includes materials, layer thicknesses and consequently the available interfer-
ence conditions (see Fig. 4.7). Moreover, functions ∆Abs(λ, θS) will be sim-
ilarly improved by the same light redirection approaches. In conclusion, the
efficiency of the device can be enhanced by optical light management indepen-
dently from the choice of the absorber material. This is especially important
for OPV development, since beside optimizing the coating and processing con-
ditions, developing new absorber materials is the most common reason for an
advance in efficiency.
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4.3 Experimental validation

4.3.1 Optimization of the diffractive nanostructures

Using the simulation methods described in Sec. 3.2.4, an optimization pro-
cedure was developed to scan the parameter space for the best performing
configuration of a diffractive nanostructure to optimize the device absorption,
when it is applied on the light-incident side of the solar cell.

Figure 4.8: Optimization of a nanostructure for the OPV device. a The geometry
is chosen to have a rounded rectangular profile for which the period and depth is varied.
b Color map of the increase in JSC depending on these structural parameters. The black
marks indicate the structures, tested in the following.

For a first demonstration, the most simple nanostructure from Fig.2.4, the
rectangular line array with equal filling (duty cycle = 50) is chosen for op-
timization. Since upon replication, the shape is usually slightly altered, a
geometry with rounded edges is modeled(see Fig. 4.8a), in agreement with
the SEM picture of the final nanostructure (Fig. 4.10a). BSDF functions are
created for a range of different nanostructure parameters and included in the
TMM software, from which the maximum generated current is obtained for
every combination of depth and period. Figure 4.8b shows the absorption en-
hancement with respect to the reference device, for different period and depth
values.

4.3.2 Period dependence

To study the dependence on the period, existing rectangular nanostructures
with different periods and depth were tested (see Fig. 4.8b, A-D). For each light
management configuration, several devices were fabricated with the nanos-
tructures replicated on the glass side of the ITO substrates. A corresponding
number of reference devices was prepared on pristine ITO substrates using the
same polymer solutions and evaporation steps. Fig. 4.9a shows the measured
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distribution of current densities of the devices, where the boxes frame the 25
and 75 percentile, respectively, while the colored bars indicate the median and
the yellow boxes mark the mean value.

Figure 4.9: Period dependent enhancement. a Generated current density for devices
with different nanostructures and the expected performance due to simulations (blue bars)
with respect to the average value of the reference devices b Measured EQE and simulated
absorption of the four light management configurations

The enhancement with respect to the reference average value, is indicated by
the light blue bars in the background of Fig. 4.9a. Except the small period
nanostructure (A), the generated current measured for all devices with nanos-
tructures exceeds that of the reference in average, although their performance
stays behind the expectations. As can be seen from Fig. 4.9b, both in ex-
periment and simulations the maximum of the enhancement shifts to larger
wavelengths with increasing period .

For a higher enhancement, the simulations of Fig. 4.8 suggest that deeper
structures are more favorable, at least for periods Λ > 400 nm. For this rea-
son, another nanostructure was tested, which is marked by the black star in
Fig. 4.8 (depth d > 500 nm, period Λ = 720 nm). An increase in the generated
current in the order of 12.7% is predicted for this light management. 21 de-
vices were fabricated with this nanostructure replicated on the OPV surface,
while 19 unstructured devices served as a reference.

4.3.3 Efficiency improvement

Figure 4.10a shows a SEM picture of the replicated nanostructure with Λ = 720
nm. In Fig. 4.10b, the current-voltage characteristics of the two best devices
of the two sets are shown. For the device with the light management, a signif-
icantly higher current is obtained, while preserving the electronic properties
of the solar cell, thus yielding an increase in efficiency from 5.21% to 5.84%
(+12%). For all fabricated devices with and without the nanostructure, the
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Figure 4.10: Experimental validation of the line nanostructure. a SEM picture of
the nanostructure at the air-glass interface of the OPV. b Current density versus voltage
characteristics of the two best devices without (blue) and with (red) the light management.
c A set of blade-coated devices shows higher average current densities with the nanostruc-
ture applied. The boxes denote the standard derivation σ, the outer wiskers indicate 1.5σ
and the mean value is highlighted by the black bar. The devices shown in b are marked
with a black cross. d Image of the device: the diffraction properties in the active area are
lost, when the nanostructure grooves are filled with another flat sol-gel layer.

current densities are obtained by integration of the measured EQE curves us-
ing Eq. (2.5) and are compared in Fig. 4.10c. The two best performing devices,
which are plotted in Fig. 4.10b are marked by a cross. The black bars indicate
the average current densities: a 4.8% higher value is measured for the light
management cells with respect to the reference (Tab.4.1).

Table 4.1: Mean values, standard deviation σ and maximum values for the current den-
sities obtained from EQE measurements for different configurations.

Configuration reference light management filled structure

mean ± σ [mA cm−2] 9.25 ± 0.11 9.69 ± 0.52 8.92 ± 0.26
max [mA cm−2] 9.43 10.55 (+11.9 %) 9.25 (-14.1%)
number of samples 19 21 7

4.3.4 Spectral analysis

The EQE spectra for the two best devices are shown in Fig. 4.11a. If the
difference ∆EQE of the curves is considered (Fig. 4.11b), the impact of the
nanostructure can be divided into two spectral regions: a strong increase is ob-
tained in the blue (region I), while a broadband enhancement can be observed
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Figure 4.11: Analysis of the absorption enhancement. a External quantum effi-
ciency (EQE) spectra of the two devices of Fig. 4.10b without (blue) and with (red) the
light management. b The experimental values obtained from the EQE spectra (red curve)
are compared with the simulated absorption difference (black curve). c Simulated and
experimental wavelength dependent diffraction efficiencies of the nanostructure. d The
difference in simulated absorption for different wavelength and angles inside the substrate
θS reveals areas of improved (red) and decreased (blue) absorption with respect to θS = 0◦.
Overlayed are the angles of the three diffraction orders of the nanostructure as grey lines.

for longer wavelengths (region II). To resolve this spectral differences in the
EQE, the propagation angle and the diffraction efficiency of the nanostruc-
ture are measured by a separate experiment (see Sec. 3.1.4). The measured
diffraction efficiency is shown in Fig. 4.11c and compared to the RCWA sim-
ulations. In the range, accessible to the measurement (400 < λ < 780 nm),
the diffraction efficiency as well as the emergent angles agree well with the
predicted values. As described by Eq. (2.12) the diffracted blue light propa-
gates at smaller angles θS(λ) than red light and with different intensities with
respect to the incident light. Since also the response of the device is inherently
different in different spectral regions (see Fig. 4.4), the measured ∆EQE is
strongly wavelength dependent.

In Fig. 4.11 the measured diffraction angles are overlayed onto the wavelength
dependent absorption ∆Abs(λ, θS(λ)). The high values of ∆EQE in region
I can be well understood by the light that is coupled into the second order
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diffraction at angles θS > θS,max, indicated by position 1 in Figs. 4.11c and
4.11d. At wavelengths λ ≈ 500 nm a lower enhancement is observed be-
cause the light is efficiently diffracted into the first order η1,−1 > 30%, which
propagates at angles that do not enable an enhanced absorption (position 2).
Finally, in region II, where the second order is extinct (position 3), the ob-
tained enhancement can be attributed to the light, which propagates in the
first order at angles θS > 25◦, where the absorption is slightly higher than for
θI = 0.

The impact of this particular nanostructure on the EQE enhancement in the
OPV can hence be well explained when the diffraction and the angle dependent
absorption in the active layer are taken into account.

4.3.5 Testing the light management

The contribution of the light-management to the increase in the generated cur-
rent can be further highlighted, if the diffraction properties of the light man-
agement structure are neutralized by a post-treatment. This can be achieved
by filling the groves of the nanostructure after the measurement with the same
polymer, which is subsequently cured by UV light. As it can be seen from the
picture in Fig. 4.10d, the nanostructure and the light diffraction is lost and the
nanostructure converts into a thin transparent layer. As consequence, for a
particular device equipped with the nanostructure, the current is about 14.1%
higher compared to the measurement after this filling procedure.

Influence of the UV-tretament

To confirm that this drop in the current originates from the vanished light
diffraction, it was tested, if the UV curing has any additional influence on
the observed current. For that purpose, three reference cells are illuminated
through their glass substrate and are exposed to the UV light dose (2x 120 sec,
P ≈ 15 mW/cm2) that is used for cross-linking the sol-gel polymer. The EQE
spectrum is measured before and after (Fig. 4.12a). The obtained UV-induced
degradation reveals a decrease in the measured currents of ≈3.7% in average.

However, in this experiment, an additional layer of uncured sol-gel was intro-
duced to the treatment, which is expected to absorb a large portion of the UV
light. A second experiment was therefore performed to test the impact of a
thin sol-gel layer. A flat layer of the material is deposited on the glass side of
the device and hardened with UV light under nitrogen atmosphere inside the
glovebox for 30 seconds. This corresponds to the same dose that was used for
the filling of the devices in Fig. 4.10c, which was chosen shorter than for the
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Figure 4.12: Impact of UV treatment on device performance. a An UV illumina-
tion with the duration of 2 × 120 sec through the substate of three reference devices yields
an average degradation of ≈ 3.7% in the EQE. b When a sol-gel film is cured on the same
surface, the degredation is reduced, owing to the absorption of the additional surface film.

usual curing process in order to prevent the device degradation observed in
Fig. 4.12a. Since the treatment leaves many monomers unlinked a difference
of ≈ 6% for the EQE curves is observed below λ = 400 nm, i.e. the region
where the sol-gel absorbs. The attribution of this absorption to the additional
sol-gel layer is obtained when compared to the measured absorbance of a flat
sol-gel layer of comparable thickness on glass, which is exposed to the same
UV treatment (purple line in Fig. 4.12b). This can explain the lower currents
that are obtained for the filled devices with respect to the references.

These experiments confirm that the nanostructure itself is responsible for the
increase in absorption and the resulting photocurrent density. The experi-
mental values are in agreement with the value predicted by the simulations
reported in Fig. 4.8b.
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5
Advanced structures

After the the proof of concept introduced in the previous chapter, it will be
shown in the following how the application requirements (see Sec. 1.3) can be
met by the present light management solution. Crossed nanostructures, roll-
to-roll embossed foil lamination as well as embedment of the nanostructure
are investigated to enable a higher angular acceptance, up-scalable fabrication
and environmental resistance of the light management, respectively.

Further, it will be also shown that embedded nanostructures can provide ad-
ditional light trapping, which can be amplified with an asymmetric coating,
which is deposited on the nanostructure.

5.1 Crossed nanostructures

In Chap. 4 the performance enhancement was demonstrated under straight in-
cidence, since this is the most common condition used to compare simulations
and experiment. However, in the final application, the device will be exposed
to continuously changing illumination angles during a solar year (Chap. 7.

If the performance of the device with the nanostructure is modeled for vari-
ous incident angles (Fig. 5.1a), it is necessary to define the orientation of the
plane of incidence with respect to the nanostructure periodicity. Simulations
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are thus done for the two extreme cases shown in Fig. 5.1b, which are described
by two azimuth directions φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦, i.e. for a plane of incidence
either perpendicular (planar diffraction) or parallel to the nanostructure lines
(conical diffraction), respectively.

Figure 5.1: Orientation dependence of line nanostructures. a The performance of
the nanostructure on top of the OPV is not only modeled for straight but also for oblique
incidence. b For this case at least two azimuth directions have to be distinguished for
increasing angles of incidence. c In contrast to φ = 0◦ the following diffraciton events are
not occuring in the same plane of incidence for φ = 90◦, which puts a challange to the
modeling. d Finally the predicted current generation differs strongly for the two azimuth
directions for large angles of incidence.

After few ray-optical considerations it becomes clear that the diffraction be-
havior is inherently different for the two cases: whereas in the case of φ = 0◦

the diffracted light propagates always in the same plane (Fig. 5.1c) and higher
orders vanish for large incident angles, for conical diffraction, the higher or-
ders exhibit a component perpendicular to the plane of incidence. On the
one hand, this makes them more independent on the incident angle but on
the other hand this leads to individual azimuth angles for every order, which
changes the efficiency of following diffraction events, respectively. Already in
this case the simulation with the previously used commercial software becomes
difficult and the alternative model of Sec. 3.2.4 has to be applied.

The calculated angle dependent current generation for both cases is shown in
Figure 5.1d and compared to the unstructured device (dotted line). As ex-
pected, the performance differs strongly between the two azimuth directions,
especially when larger angles of incidence are considered. Whereas for straight
incidence the current density of both curves is higher than the unstructured
substrate (dotted line), the curve for φ = 0◦ shows even less current than the
reference between θ = 50− 80◦.
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Figure 5.2: Fabrication and optimization of a crossed nanostructure. a The fab-
rication of a crossed nanostructure is done here in two etching steps and the use of a
sacrificial layer of SiO2 in order to obtain a homogeneous depth. In contrast to line struc-
tures, the duty cycle (dc) is hence defined in two directions. b Performance of various
uniperiodic crossed nanostructures and dc = 0.3. For a depth of d = 350 nm as defined by
the SiO2 layer, different duty cycles are tested.

In order to avoid this dependence on the orientation of the nanostructure for
oblique illumination, a second perpendicular periodicity can be introduced ,
which creates a crossed nanostructure. If the same period and duty cycle is
chosen, the differences between φ = 0◦ and φ = 90◦ can be eliminated and
only smaller deviations are expected for values of φ in between. The fabrica-
tion of such structure is done by a repetition of the initial structuring process
(Sec. 3.1.2) after a sample rotation of 90◦. In order to avoid a double-etching
of the quartz substrate in overlapping regions of the two periodicities, a sac-
rificial SiO2 layer has to be introduced as shown in Fig. 5.2a. The depth of
the resulting structure is thereby limited by the SiO2 thickness, which in the
present case is d = 350 nm. It has to be noted that, in contrast to line struc-
tures, the duty cycle (dc) for crossed nanostructures is defined here as the ratio
of groove width to period (Fig. 5.2a, bottom), for both directions, respectively.

As for the line nanostructures, a variation of period and depth is done in
the simulations to obtain the optimal parameters. The results are shown in
Fig. 5.2b, which reveal an enhancement of up to 19% for crossed nanostruc-
tures with a depth of d = 600 nm and a period of Λ = 650 nm. A value of
dc = 1 − 1/

√
2 ≈ 0.3 was chosen to ensure an equal volume filling of ridges

and groves (see Fig. 5.2a bottom), as it was the case for line nanostructure
with dc = 0.5. The dependence on the duty cycle is further modeled for the
experimentally realized depth of d = 350 nm, which is shown in an overlaid
graph for different periods and for dc = 0.3 and 0.5.
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Figure 5.3: Angular dependency of different structure geometries. a SEM picture
of the crossed nanostructure b Angle dependent JV-curves under 1 sun illumination for the
device with crossed light management c Normalized current densities J?

SC of a reference
and of devices equipped with a line and a crossed nanostructure.

A master of the crossed nanostructure is fabricated into the SiO2 coated sub-
strates with a dc of 0.3 and a period of Λ = 550 nm, which according to the
simulations suggest an enhancement of ≈ 16%. A SEM picture of the resulting
nanostructure master is shown in Fig. 5.3a. After replication onto the solar cell
substrate, angle dependent measurements at standard illumination conditions
(1 sun) are performed for the device equipped with the crossed nanostructure
for various incident angles. The raw data is shown in Fig.5.3b, from which
the short circuit current density JSC is extracted. Since for a tilted device the
effective area and hence the power density is reduced by a factor cos (θ), the
current can be multiplied by this factor to obtain a normalized current density
J?SC [130]. In Fig. 5.3c, J?SC is compared to corresponding measurements of a
reference and a device with a line nanostructure (at φ = 0◦).

For the line nanostructure, the resulting angle dependency reveals that the
enhancement in the generated current persists only up to θI = 40◦, where the
performance becomes comparable to the device without the light management.
Although this is in good agreement with the simulations, both experimen-
tal curves are weaker in the performance at higher angles than predicted in
Fig. 5.1d, which results in an almost constant current for the reference device.
The missing increase in J?SC for larger angles as observed previously [131] is
not fully understood but could arise from differences in the film thickness [132]
or from an unbalanced distribution of s and p polarized light [117].

The measurement of the device with the crossed nanostructure reveals a little
lower current for straight incidence than the line structure, but it still exceeds
the reference aby bout ≈ 6%. Moreover, it shows a much broader enhance-
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ment, which outperforms the reference for all angles of incidence and yields
an enhancement as high as 20% at an angle of θI = 60◦. Whereas accord-
ing to Eq. (2.12) the T+1 diffraction order of the line nanostructure will start
vanishing for θI > 40◦ and λ > 630 nm, the crossed nanostructure provides a
richer diffraction pattern with more possible diffraction orders at large angles
(see Fig. 2.7e). The additional periodicity introduces not-vanishing conical
diffraction orders in the direction perpendicular to the incident plane, which
is the same effect that enables the better performance for φ = 90◦ in Fig. 5.1d.

5.2 Plastic lamination

The light management in Chap. 4 was fabricated onto the photovoltaic sub-
strate by UV nanoimprint lithography. Since glass substrates are used, a sol-gel
with a refractive index n ≈ 1.5 could be chosen, matching well with the glass
and thereby minimizing reflections at its interface to the glass (see Eqs. (3.1)
and (3.2)). However, high-throughput printed photovoltaics will presumably
be fabricated on flexible substrates via roll-to-roll, which necessarily requires
also flexible external light-management. In this case, the replication of the
nanostructure can be performed by hot-embossing, a technique, which trans-
fers the master structure directly into a plastic film (see Sec. 3.1.2). The light
management can then be applied either through a lamination process, through
direct patterning of the substrate or even be integrated in the outer barrier
foils, which are needed to protect the functional layers from moisture and ox-
idation.

Figure 5.4: Lamination of a light management film. a The Motivation is an effi-
ciency enhancing light management film that can be laminated onto a finished PV-device.
b A sufficiently large master is equipped in a roll-to-roll line and the nanostructure is
embossed in a foil. c For testing, both pristine and nanostructured foil are laminated onto
an OPV substrate for subsequent layer coating.

The lamination approach is shown in Fig. 5.4a. The master for the crossed
nanostructure from Sec. 5.1 is up-scaled and used in a pilot roll-to-roll machine
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to emboss large sheets of PET, which was coated with an embossable resin.
The resulting foils were continuously patterned over an area of 500 cm2 (see
Fig. 5.4b). From these sheets, pieces were cut and laminated onto the glass PV
substrate. To rule out any optical effects introduced by this treatment, besides
a pristine reference (Ref 1) the resulting devices were additionally compared
to a reference (Ref 2), where an unstructured PET film of same thickness was
laminated onto the PV substrate (see Fig. 5.4c).

Figure 5.5: Enhancement through a laminated film. a The solar cell characteristics
reveal a strong efficiency enhancement of the device with the laminated nanostructure,
when compared to the reference with bare glass and the reference with the pristine foil.
The dotted line shows the reference device of Fig. 4.10b for comparisson. b Multiple devices
show similar enhancements, when equipped with the laminated crossed nanostructure.

The ITO side of the three substrates were cleaned and the functional layers
were deposited by doctor blading. As always, the evaporation of calcium and
aluminum was done at the same time for all samples and the resulting de-
vices were characterized under simulated sunlight in respective measurements
(Fig. 5.5a). It is observed that both types of reference devices exhibit only
currents around 8 mA cm2, which is less than previous devices of the same
architecture (reference from Fig. 4.10b shown as dotted line for comparison).
The reference with the applied unstructured plastic film shows little lower cur-
rents as expected due to increased reflections, which are due to the mismatch
in refractive index at the air-PET surface as well as at the PET-glass interface.
If the reference is compared to the device with the nanostructured PET film,
a strong increase in the generated current up to 22% is obtained, accompa-
nied by a small reduction in VOC . Although this enhancement is obtained in
relation to a rather weak reference, the obtained current density is still 11.6
% higher than the reference from former experiments.

If the efficiency of the devices is extracted and plotted (Fig. 5.5b), an enhance-
ment of the same order as for the current density is observed. The devices with
the laminated nanostructure reach an average ηPCE of 5.3 % compared to ≈
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4.3 % for both reference devices. From this relative increase compared to the
laminated unstructured PET film, it can be concluded that the enhancement
effects from the previous chapters can be reproduced by the lamination of a
light management foil.

5.3 Embedded nanostructures

Besides a better angular acceptance and a flexible and device-independent
fabrication, protection from environmental influences is another important re-
quirement for outdoor operation of external light-management strategies. Fine
dust or water drops, that accumulate on any air-faced light management will
deteriorate its optical properties. Moreover, in applications on portable ob-
jects, for which lightweight plastic-based photovoltaics are well suited (see
Chap. 1), they are exposed to mechanical stress, scratches and abrasion.

In the following section, it is demonstrated how diffractive nanostructures can
be fully embedded into a sol-gel matrix, while maintaining their light manage-
ment performance. A self-standing diffractive film is created, which is surfi-
cial flat and thus enables handling without damage or contamination of the
optical nanostructure. Although, an unstructured film does not exhibit any
anti-reflection effect as it is provided by wavelength scale surface structures,
the embedment introduces further beneficial optical properties. Moreover, as
for any other flat (glass) surface, anti-reflection structures [84] can be applied
additionally or even imprinted in the outer cladding of the light management
film.

The embedded light managent film is fabricated as described in Sec. 2.4.1: the
transparent and high index-of-refraction material zinc sulfide (ZnS) is evapo-
rated onto the replicated nanostructure1 and subsequently covered with an-
other planar sol-gel layer, which is then hardened under UV-light. The under-
lying periodic nanostructure is thereby transfered into the ZnS coating, which
ensures transmitted light of non-zero diffraction orders ηT±1,±2,..., propagating
at angles θS(λ) in the substrate (see Fig. 5.6a). Whereas θS(λ) still depends
on the period Λ of the initial nanostructure, the amount of light coupled to
a diffraction order at a certain wavelength is controlled by the material and
shape of the coating and can hence be widely adapted to a given device type.
Furthermore, if the evaporation angle is oblique, an asymmetry is introduced
to the coating through self-shadowing of the previously molded pattern [133].

1A SEM picture of the lorentzian line shape nanostructure is shown in Chap. 6, Fig. 6.3
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Figure 5.6: Design of the embedded photonic nanostructure. a Sketch of the light
path in the device with an embedded diffractive film. For Λ ≤ λ < nΛ the transmitted
light of the first diffraction order T+1 propagates with angle θS(λ) > θTIR in the substrate
and undergoes total internal reflection at the polymer-air interface b The sum of positive
and negative first transmission orders and their ratio is strongly influenced by the shape
of the nanostructure. c In contrast to symmetric shapes, the successive escape channels
(A and B) can be suppressed with an asymmetric coating. d Dependent on period and
depth of the nanostructure the structure can be optimized for highest current generation
in the solar cell. The white cross marks the maximum, while the light blue cross indicates
the structure fabricated in this work.

5.3.1 Optimization of light trapping

In contrast to periodic structures exposed to air, diffracted light of an embed-
ded coating cannot easily escape the device after reflection from the solar cell.
For wavelengths Λ ≤ λ < nΛ the propagation angle of light of the first diffrac-
tion order exceeds the critical angle for total internal reflection θTIR at the
polymer-air interface and light is largely hindered from escaping the device.
Instead, it is redirected back onto the diffractive layer and the PV stack as
long as it leaves the device through a successive diffraction event ([A] or [B]
in Fig. 5.6a).

Fig. 5.6b shows the summed transmission efficiency ηT±1 of the positive and
negative first diffraction order for three nanostructure geometries. Starting
with an ZnS coating that symmetrically follows a sines profile, a total effi-
ciency of up to 70% equally split into both orders is obtained. In this case,
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however, due to reciprocity, the light will escape the device upon incidence on
the nanostructure from below ([A]) as efficient as it is couples to the initial
diffraction order (blue curve in Fig. 5.6c). Introducing an asymmetry into
the coating gives rise to two effects: on the one hand, the light is diffracted
more efficiently into the T+1 order than into T−1 and, on the other hand,
the loss of this light is suppressed at the second diffraction event. The effi-
ciency of this loss is indicated by the red line in Fig. 5.6(c) and corresponds
to the light, which after diffraction into T+1, is reflected from the solar cell
and escapes by another diffraction when impinging the nanostructure from
below ([A] in Fig. 5.6a). For straight incidence, this equals the inverse process
for light, which is initially coupled into the weak T−1 order (Fig. 5.6b, middle).

This asymmetry of ηT+1 and ηT−1 can be further enhanced by optimizing the
shape of the nanostructure. This is achieved by changing the underlying peri-
odic structure, indicated in Fig. 5.6b (bottom, yielding a lorentzian lineshape)
or the ZnS coating parameters,. Through additional variation of period and
depth, the nanostructure is optimized to yield the highest current density
when applied to the reference device. The fabricated structure slightly devi-
ates from the theoretical maximum and is indicated by the blue cross in Fig.
5.6d. In Fig. 5.6b the measured T+1 diffraction efficiency is shown, which
reveals a maximum of ηT+1 = 75% and an average of ηT+1 ≈ 60% between
450 nm< λ <750 nm in good agreement with the simulation. Despite the
total amount of light in T±1 is increased with respect to both sines shapes,
the efficiency ηT−1 is further reduced at the same time, which also reduces the
loss through the escape path [A] below 5%. For a third diffraction event, the
portion of the light diffracted towards the surface ([B] in Fig. 5.6a and 5.6c)
remains below 3% for 450 nm < λ < 800 nm for all three geometries.

5.3.2 Experimental results

When controlling the thicknesses of the fabricated devices, a value of 130 nm is
obtained for the active layer, deviating significantly from the targeted 90 nm.
Since this is expected to be the same for all reference and light management
devices all simulations in this section were adjusted accordingly, which led to a
shift in optimum period Λ i(see Fig. 5.6d) and thus a small offset with respect
to the fabricated structure.

Fig. 5.7a shows the electronic characterization of the fabricated devices with
and without the light management. An average 10% increase in the short cir-
cuit current density JSC of devices with the light management film is obtained
with respect to the reference devices. Since other electrical properties of the
device remain unchanged (see Tab. 5.1), this leads to a direct translation of
the enhancement onto the PCE of the device. The J-V curves of the best solar
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cells of each set are shown in Fig. 5.7b, which yield a representative 10.7%
increase in PCE, close to the average efficiency enhancement of 10.5%.

Figure 5.7: Photovoltaic device characterization. a Enhanced absorption through
the light management film yields an increased short circuit current density JSC compared
to the same device on an untreated substrate. b The JV-characteristics of the best device of
each set reveal that the improvement in the current is directly converted into an enhanced
overall output power of the device. c External quantum efficiency (EQE) of the solar cells
with and without the attached light management layer. The vertical line indicates the
nanostructure period Λ = 535 nm. d Resulting averaged EQE enhancement ratio is in
good agreement with the simulated absorption enhancement in the active layer.

Fig. 5.7c shows the EQE for all devices with (orange) and without (blue) the
light management layer. The average of the two sets is displayed as black
line on top of the curves. A distinct enhancement in EQE is observed for
λ ≥ Λ, where the diffraction efficiency reaches a maximum and the diffraction
angles exceed θTIR at the surface, which both leads to a more efficient light
absorption. The ratio of the two black curves is shown as red line in Fig. 5.7d.
It reveals a broadband enhancement starting at around 500 nm and exhibit-
ing a maximum (+85%) close to the band-edge of the photoactive layer at
720 nm, which is in good agreement with the prediction of the optical model
(grey curve) even though the measured enhancement is a little lower for λ > Λ.

Table 5.1: Photovoltaic parameters under AM1.5G illumination (100 mW cm−2).

Substrate VOC FF JSC (max) PCE (max)
[mV] [%] [mA cm−2] [%]

Reference 720 ±10a) 76.4 ±1.7 9.9 ±0.5 (10.57) 5.46 ±0.25 (5.70)b)

with optical film 730 ±10 75.8 ±2.3 10.8 ±0.46 (11.37) 6.03 ±0.43 (6.31)b)

Enhancement ↑9.8% (↑7.5%) ↑10.5% (↑10.7%)

a) The stated error is the sum of the standard deviation σ of the sets of 19 and 16

samples for reference and nanostructured substrate, respectively and the systematic error,

which is estimated as σ of multiple measurements of the same cell; b) Shown in Fig. 5.7b
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Using the optical model, it is possible to reveal two enhancement mechanisms
of the embedded nanostructure. If only the first diffraction and absorption
event is taken into account and all reflected light is neglected, the dotted green
curve in Fig. 5.7d is obtained. This situation is comparable to air-faced nanos-
tructures, where no light trapping is present. It matches the experimental data
well in regions where the materials absorption is strong and where most of the
light is absorbed in one round-trip (580 < λ < 680 nm), but it is not suffi-
cient to reproduce the enhancement for larger wavelengths. If the successive
diffraction events, however, are taken into account, the predicted enhance-
ment increases and shifts towards the band-edge of the absorber (+130% at
710 nm), representing the trapped light in the device. It therefor contributes
to the absorption as long as it travels within the geometric extend of the
charge collecting electrode area. However, the shape of the electrode was not
considered in our model and may be the reason for the lower experimental
enhancement in Fig. 5.7d.

5.3.3 Angle dependency

Figure 5.8: Angle dependent performance of the embedded nanostructure. a
Short circuit current JSC of the device with the light management film, measured for two
azimuth angles φ with respect to the grating vector G and compared with the respective
simulations. b Angle dependent efficiency for the two directions under simulated 1 sun
illumination, compared to the reference device (shaded).

In order to estimate the impact of the light management for realistic opera-
tion conditions, angle dependent JV-measurements were performed in steps
of 5 degrees. Fig. 5.8a shows the measured JSC for incident angles in the
directions of planar and conical diffraction, respectively. The customized op-
tical model was used to simulate the angle dependent absorption from which
a current density is predicted (grey curves in the graphs, ηIQE = 0.9). It
is observed, that the simulation matches very well the experimental angular
response for φ = 0◦, whereas for φ = 90◦ the experimental currents are lower
than expected for increasing angles. As for the contribution of the trapped
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light in Fig. 5.7d, this is attributed to the geometrical design of the device,
which has a reflective electrode aligned parallel to the grating vector ~G. Large
diffraction angles thus redirect the light out of the charge collecting zone and
the generated current cannot be extracted in the measurement.

The final power conversion efficiency at various angles of incidence is shown
in Fig. 5.8b for both azimuth directions of the light management device and
for the reference. It is observed, that along both directions the PCE enhance-
ment through the light management can be kept over ∆θφ=90◦ = ±40◦ and
∆θφ=0◦ = ±30◦, respectively. This enhancement range is already sufficient to
account for the most relevant seasonal sun positions [78] and in Chap. 7 it will
be shown, how the yearly harvesting can consequently be enhanced with this
structure.
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Application to optimized devices

In the previous chapter different configurations were successfully tested on
the reference device from Sec. 4.1. In the following, the present light man-
agement solution will be applied to optimized organic photovoltaic devices of
both single-junction and double-junction (tandem) devices of various layer ar-
chitectures.

In the first part, state-of-the-art devices of standard and inverted architec-
ture are investigated, including experiments on an inverted device with thin
(d < 200 nm) and thick (d > 300 nm) absorber layer. Two light management
structures designed in Sec. 4.3.3 and Sec. 5.3 are separately replicated on glass
and then attached onto the finished devices.

The second part introduces the tandem structure for solar cells. The light
management samples are applied to the encapsulated tandem using an index
matching gel, which allows to select the best device as reference and directly
compare it with and without the light management.
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6.1 Single-junction devices

6.1.1 Different device architectures (simulation)

In order to show the potential impact of diffractive nanostructures, the light
management will be tested in the following on the two common device architec-
tures described in Sec. 4.2.3. For that purpose two optimized single-junction
devices, which use PTB7-Th as a photoactive material and for which record
efficiencies were reported in the literature, are simulated with and without the
light management.

Standard & crossed nanostructure

For the standard architecture, the cell reported by Zhang et al. is one of the
few OPV devices that reaches an efficiency of 9% in this configuration [2].
Since the ITO thickness was not reported, this parameter was optical opti-
mized in order to assure that the best possible device is considered. With
ηIQE set to 0.9 and ITO and active layer thickness being 125 nm and 94 nm,
respectively, a maximum photocurrent density of 16.6 mA cm−2 is obtained,
which is reasonable compared to the measured current density of 16.9 mA
cm−2 (see Tab. 6.1). By optimizing and applying a crossed nanostructure (see
Sec. 5.1), the simulated photocurrent in this device can be increased up to 18.8
mA cm−2 with a relative enhancement of 12.9%. While the reported cell had
an efficiency of 9.0%, this absorption enhancement would thus yield a PCE
value exceeding 10%, which would be among the highest values for a single
junction solar cell in the standard configuration.

Table 6.1: Comparison of reported and simulated short circuit current densities with and
without light management structures.

Zhang et al. [2] Kong et al. [134]
(standard) (inverted)

Reported JSC [mA cm−2] 16.86 18.40
Reported PCE [%] 9.00 % 9.74 %

Simulated? JSC [mA cm−2] no LM 16.60 18.56
Simulated? JSC [mA cm−2] with LM 18.75 21.37
Simulated Enhancement + 12.9 % + 15.1 %
? with the assumption of a constant ηIQE = 0.9.
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Figure 6.1: Theoretical assessment of light management solutions for an opti-
mized inverted device. a The increase or decrease in the absorption is simulated at
various incident angles for the stack listed below with thickness in nm. A high potential is
observed for oblique light above λ > 550 nm. b Simultaneous variations of period, depth
and a MgF2 coating thickness of a crossed nanostructure for this device yields a maximum
absorption increase of 15% in the device (brown ball). c The enhancemed in the absorption
spectrum with this crossed nanostructure is especially pronounced for large wavelength. d
Enhancement in this spectral region can also be obtained by an embedded nanostructure
with a simulated absorption increase of 8%.

Inverted & crossed nanostructure

For the inverted architecture, a state-of-the art organic solar cell with a re-
ported efficiency of 9.74% was considered [134]. The simulation yields a short
circuit current of 18.8 mA cm−2, again comparable to the measured 18.4 mA
cm−2 using ηIQE = 0.9.As can be seen from the angle dependent simulations
in Fig. 6.1a, even for this highly optimized device, it is possible to obtain a
performance enhancement above λ > 550 nm, which can be addressed by the
application of a diffractive light-management solution. The crossed nanos-
tructure geometry introduced in Sec. 5.1 was used for parameter optimization
to maximize the photocurrent. It is observed, that an over coating with the
low index of refraction material magnesium fluoride (MgF2) as an additional
anti-reflection layer can further increase the generated current and a variation
of its thickness was included in the optimization routine (see Fig. 6.1a). The
simulated absorption efficiency provided by the best nanostructure configu-
ration with respect to the unstructured device is shown in Fig. 6.1b, which
translates into a 15.1% higher JSC of 21.4 mA cm−2. Assumed that the elec-
tronic properties remain unaltered, as it was the case in the experiments of
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previous chapters (see Figs. 4.10b and 5.7b), this enhancement through light
management would yield a PCE above 11% (see Tab. 6.1), which has not yet
been achieved with this material in a single-junction device.

Inverted & embedded nanostructure

As discussed in Sec. 5.3, embedded light management is highly desirable for
outdoor applications of printed photovoltaics and hence a similar light man-
agement configuration is tested on the inverted device. Despite the predicted
enhancement between 550 nm < λ < 750 nm could be fully exploited by
an optimized embedded asymmetric nanostructure (Fig. 6.1d), the overall im-
provement is simulated to be only 8.9% and thus little lower as for the air-faced
nanostructure. As discussed in Sec. 5.3 this can partly explained by additional
≈4% reflection losses at the cladding surface, which could however be partly
addressed by a MgF2 coating.

6.1.2 Different active layer thicknesses (experimental)

After the application of the light management was investigated theoretically
for both optimized device architectures in the preceding section, an experimen-
tal validation on an inverted device will be tested in the following. Moreover,
the influence of different absorber thicknesses in the reference device will be
investigated, which is why a different absorber material is chosen. For that
purpose, two structures from the preceding chapters are chosen and replicated
on a separate glass, which can then be attached to the device substrate (see
Fig. 6.2a).

The recently developed absorber material poly[(5,6-difluoro-2,1,3-benzothia-
diazol-4,7-diyl)-alt-(3,3000-di(2-octyldodecyl)-2,20;50,200;500,2000-quaterthio-
phen-5,5000-diyl)], PffBT4T-2OD, which was introduced by Liu et al. [1] and
reported to enable single-junction efficiencies exceeding 10%. Recently, the
same group published a record efficiency of 11.7% [5] using a blend of the
related polymer PffBT4T-C9C13 and PC71BM dissolved in eco-friendly sol-
vents. Furthermore, a ternary blend of PffBT4T-2OD with both PC71BM and
PC61BM reported by Czolk et al. [33] yielded an efficiency above 10% and a
remarkable 6.5% on fully printed flexible and semi-transparent devices. Note
that the reported devices have active layers with thicknesses larger than 250
nm [1] or even exceeding 350 nm [5, 33] but still exhibit fill factors above 70%.
Such high film thicknesses are desirable for up-scalable coating techniques, but
were so far considered to be accompanied by losses in the electronic properties
originating from a poor charge extraction (see Sec. 2.1.2).
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Figure 6.2: High performing devices made from PffBT4T-2OD polymer. a De-
vice design with two different active layer thicknesses. b The measured EQE is compared
to the simulated absorbance for the 180 nm thick and c the 320 nm thick active layer.

Devices were fabricated as shown in Fig. 6.2a with two different active layer
thicknesses (180 nm and 320 nm). Zinc oxide (ZnO) and the absorber material
were spin-coated in N2-atmosphere to ensure the highest layer quality. The
best device for each film thicknesses was selected and compared to simulations
in Fig. 6.2b and 6.2c. The simulated absorption agrees with the experimentally
measured EQE according to Eq. 2.4, where ηIQE slightly increases towards
higher λ. As expected, the EQE measurements yield high current densities of
17.9 mA cm−2 and 19.7 mA cm−2 for the 180 nm and 320 nm thick active
layers, respectively (see Tab. 6.2).

Solar characterization of the devices under simulated sunlight yields a power
conversion efficiency > 9% for both active layer thicknesses. However, suc-
cessive measurements reveal a distinct degradation of these devices, i.e. a
decreasing performance with time, which was not observed for previous device
configurations. Figure 6.3a depicts the performance versus time, obtained
from several measurements of both devices and with the first measurement set
to t = 30s, respectively.

The two light management samples used in Sec. 4.3.3 (rounded rectangular
profile) and in Sec. 5.3 (lorentzian profile) are replicated on a separate glass
substrate (see Fig. 6.3b and 6.3c), which are then attached to the respective
device as depicted in Fig. 6.2a. Since the devices were not encapsulated, the
equipment with the light management structure and its removal had to be
done in the glovebox, which introduced a time delay to the preceding and
successive measurements. The determined performance of both devices with
the attached light management is included as red dots in the time dependent
graph of Fig. 6.3a.

In order to assess the effect of the nanostructure with respect to the perfor-
mance without light management, the preceding measurements were chosen as
reference, which are indicated by the grey arrows in Fig. 6.3a. Since a fit to the
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Figure 6.3: Light management experiments on PffBT4T-2OD devices. a Since
degradation of the devices after the first measurement is observed, the light management
is compared to the preceding reference measurement (marked by arrows) to avoid over-
estimation. b SEM pictures of the line and c crossed nanostructures from the previous
chapters, that are applied on the devices. d The efficiency of both devices is enhanced in
successive measurements with and without an attached nanostructure. e The enhancement
ratio of the measured EQE for both device compared with the respective reference device.

time dependent performance of the reference would yield a lower PCE for the
reference, this comparison rather underestimates the obtained enhancement.
The photovoltaic parameter of this reference and the respective light manage-
ment measurement (red arrow in Fig. 6.3a) are obtained from the JV-curves
shown in Fig. 6.3d and are listed in Tab.6.2.

Table 6.2: Improvements obtained on optimized single-junction devices.
Device ηPCE

? JSC
? VOC FF EQE

[%] [mA cm−2] [mV] [%] [mA cm−2]

Reference I (180 nm) 9.39 -18.32 710 72.2 17.88
+ rectangular LM 9.80 -18.73 720 72.6 18.61

+4.3 % +2.2 % +1.4 % +0.6 % +4.1 %

Reference II (320 nm) 9.55 -19.40 700 70.3 19.34
+ lorentzian LM 9.87 -19.92 700 70.8 19.68

+3.4 % +2.7 % +0.0 % +0.7 % +1.8 %
? no spectral mismatch calculation; errors are ±0.11 and ± 0.16 for ηPCE and JSC , respectively (see Sec.3.1.3).
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Finally, the external quantum efficiency was determined in the glovebox and
the spectral enhancement for both structures is shown in Fig. 6.3e. In par-
ticular, the rectangular nanostructure on the thinner cell can enhance the
absorption in the weak absorbing regime (λ > 700) much more successful than
the lorentzian nanostructure on the thick cell. Note that, the performance in
the visible is comparable for both cases.

6.2 Tandem devices

While record efficiencies in single-junction cells have recently reached 11% (see
Tab. 1.2), the tandem concept has the potential to theoretically double this
value [41], which originates from

1. the summation of operating voltage of the series-connected subcells
2. a complementary and thus wider spectral coverage and a reduction of

thermalization losses (in the case of hetero tandems [135, 136])
3. a higher optical density (in the case of homo tandems [137, 138]).

In particular the latter concept of two absorbers of the same material, enables
a more effective charge extraction by using thinner layers in each junction,
while exhibiting an optical density that is comparable to that of a single thick
active layer.

Figure 6.4: Optimization of layer thicknesses in the tandem stack. a Layer archi-
tecture and thicknesses of the printed tandem device with only aluminum being evaporated
in vacuum. b Simulations of the two generated currents for both absorbers dependent on
their thicknesses are used to find the best current matching conditions.

As discussed in Section 2.3 various surface structures have been demonstrated
to successfully give rise to an absorption enhancement in single-junctions,
which originates from the redirection of incident light into steep propagation
angles [131, 132]. However, reports on external light management solutions
for tandem devices are still rare [57], which may be based on the observation
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of a rather angle independent performance in organic tandem cells [139]. In
homo tandems this effect has been attributed to a balancing of the subcell cur-
rents, based on their complementary angle dependent spectral responses [130].
Hence, a wavelength independent light management strategy cannot enable
an improved optical field distribution inside the devices. In the following it
is shown how this limitation can be overcome by the wavelength dependent
diffraction of periodic nanostructures.

6.2.1 Optical simulations of multi-junction cells

The current density of a serial tandem device is limited by the generated cur-
rent in the weaker subcell, which means that a sophisticated optical design is
required to match the photocurrents of the two absorbers [140]. Typically, this
is achieved by a thinner top absorber to provide enough transmitted sunlight
for the back cell. Since experimental testing of every combination of absorber
thickness would be very time consuming, this is usually done through optical
simulations [141]. Figure 6.4b shows such a simulation for the tandem stack
shown in Fig. 6.4a. Each contour plots represents the current generated in
one of the subcells, dependent on both absorber thicknesses. The intersection
of the two planes yields the isoline for a matched current, whose maximum
has to be found. In the present case, a front and back cell thickness of ≈ 80
nm and ≈ 130 nm, repectively, yields the highest current density value of 10.4
mA cm−2. Note that, besides the chosen absorber material, this optimum
combination of layer thicknesses is also determined by the materials and the
thicknesses of the other layers in the tandem stack [49].

Figure 6.5: Angle dependent absorption in the subcells. a Simulated absorption
of the two sub-cells in the tandem stack and b the respective angle dependent current
generation. c Absorption in-/decrease for redirected light for the front cell and d for the
back cell with respect to straight incidence
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6.2.2 Light management in tandem devices

Figure 6.5a shows the simulated optical absorption in the two active layers of
the tandem device with the layer thicknesses defined above. As in Chap. 4
the potential for light-redirection is examined by simulating the propagation
of light at angles θS inside the substrate, which is shown in Fig. 6.5b. Since
the layer thicknesses were optimized for straight incidence, the resulting cur-
rents match at θS = 0◦, however, the performance upon larger incident angles
is predicted to be superior for the back cell. Because the same current must
flow through both junctions, the final current of the device is limited by that
of the weaker subcell. Consequently, although if light is redirected to angles
θS > 30◦, the absorption enhancement in the back cell cannot contribute to
a larger JSC since the absorption in the front cell is even lower than for θS = 0◦.

However, the wavelength dependent simulations of the absorption reveals that
the absorption of the front cell can be improved for larger propagation an-
gles below 600 nm, but that this enhancement is compensated by a drastically
reduced absorption at larger wavelengths (see Figs. 6.5c). Moreover, light redi-
rection at wavelengths that are preferable for the front cell will simultaneously
decrease the absorption in the back cell, which is only enhanced for oblique
light of larger wavelength (see Fig. 6.5d).

Figure 6.6: Enhancement in the generated short circuit current JSC , simulated
for two different light management geometries dependent on their period and
depth. a Up to 7% increase can be obtained by a periodic nanostructure with a rounded
rectangular profile and b up to 9% increase in the absorption can be expected when using
a lorentzian lineshape.

To overcome this compromise, diffractive light management can be optimized
for a wavelength dependent light redirection that takes into account both sub-
cells to reach an overall gain in the short current density JSC of the device.
For this purpose, the least photocurrent of both absorber layers is taken as a
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measure for different nanostructure configurations, which are compared to the
JSC of the pristine tandem. The calculated increase in the current density is
shown in Fig. 6.6 for various periods and depths of two different nanostruc-
ture geometries. Simulations suggest an enhancement in the current density
of 7% for a rounded rectangular nanostructure (Fig. 6.6a) and up to 9% for a
lorentzian line nanostructure (Figure Fig. 6.6b). From the differences of the
two graphs it can be seen once more how the shape of the nanostructure influ-
ences its diffraction properties and hence its light management performance.

6.2.3 Experimental

For each of the shown geometries, the respective light management sample
from the previous section (see Fig. 6.3a and 6.3b) is indicated in Fig. 6.6 by
the white triangle and the diamond, which will be tested in the following. Ac-
cording to the simulations, a current enhancement greater than 5% is expected
for both configurations.

As in Sec. 6.1, the nanostructures were fabricated on a separate glass substrate
which can then be attached to the device by a small amount of index match-
ing gel. According to the device design described in Sec. 6.2.1, the tandem is
fabricated by doctor blading all layers but the final aluminum electrode. After
glass encapsulation of the best devices, the J-V characteristics are measured
with and without the attached light management samples (see Fig. 6.7a). For
both nanostructures an increase in the device efficiency is observed, provoked
through the enhanced absorption and a larger JSC .

Moreover, in contrast to previous experiments, the light management here is
fixed on a glass substrate, which is attached to the encapsulated device only
by an optical gel. Consequently, the nanostructures can readily be removed
after a measurement to characterize the same device without light manage-
ment, which enables a better assessment of its performance. Fig. 6.7b shows
three such successive measurements on four devices, in which the lorentzian
light management structure was fist attached to the tandem, secondly removed
(with the glass carefully cleaned) and finally attached a second time. For all
four devices the enhancement in efficiency with respect to the reference mea-
surement is between 7-11% and is reproduced when the light management is
attached a second time.

The measured increase in efficiency is larger than expected from the preceding
simulations. This suggests that the currents in the fabricated tandem were
not perfectly matched for straight incidence, which can be attributed to devi-
ations in the experimental layer thicknesses with respect to the simulation of
Sec. 6.2.1. The light management simulations predict a stronger enhancement
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for the front cell than for the back cell by the lorentzian nanostructure, which
would explain a higher total increase, if the front cell exhibited an initially
lower current.

Figure 6.7: Experimental validation of light management for tandems. a The
attachment of two different light management nanostructures to a finished tandem device
yields an enhanced current generation and increases the efficiency. b Subsequent measure-
ments with and without the attached nanostructure for four different tandem devices yield
an enhanced efficiency of 7-11%. c The power conversion efficiency of the best device with
light management was measured to be 10%. A following measurement with another solar
simulator after one week revealed some degradation in the current and in the VOC .

Finally, Fig. 6.7c shows the best obtained tandem device for which the effi-
ciency was improved by 9% from 9.2% to 10.0% by the present light manage-
ment solution. Although special care was taken to adjust the measurement and
illumination conditions with the same precision as for previous single-junction
measurements, a correct characterization of tandem devices requires a more
elaborate procedure[142]. The spectral responses of both subcells deviate even
in the homo tandem configuration (see Fig. 6.5a), which necessitates the calcu-
lation of separate mismatch factors based on the EQE of both subcells. Since
this requires an advanced measurement setup for determining the spectral re-
sponse of the individual cells [136], no mismatch calculation was performed to
correct the measurement in Fig. 6.7c.

However, to control the measured enhancement, the device was additionally
measured after 7 days by an independent research institute (dotted curve in
Fig. 6.7c), where a PCE of 8.8% was obtained. The reduced VOC and a lower
short circuit current density are attributed to photo-degradation effects, which
were observed for the tandem devices in successive measurements. However,
the relative enhancement of the light management was preserved, which was
confirmed by the same measurement procedure as in Fig. 6.7b.
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7
Yearly energy harvesting

The good agreement of experimental and simulated enhancement that was
obtained in the previous chapters of this work (see Figs. 4.11b, 5.7d and 5.8a)
motivated the simulation of more complex light conditions, which cannot read-
ily be tested by experiments.

In the first part different illumination conditions are compared, which are rel-
evant for the characterization and the operation of photovoltaic devices. In
consequence, the light management properties that are required for a success-
ful energy harvesting are highlighted.

The second part considers a more detailed modeling of the yearly illumina-
tion conditions, combined with the angle dependent and spectral response of
the photovoltaic device with and without different light management solution.
Consequently, a better estimation of the yearly energy reward can be assessed,
which is tested on different structural configurations of nanostructures intro-
duced in the previous chapters
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7.1 Illumination conditions

Standard test conditions

Solar cells are usually measured under standardized test conditions (STC) in
order to provide comparable measurement of their performances (see Sec. 3.1.3).
The used illumination is chosen to reflect the conditions, which are assumed
to be representative for the average operation of the PV modules. The used
reference spectrum takes into account a wide range of possible locations, the
time-dependent light path through the air-mass (AM = 1.5) of the atmosphere
and the related spectral changes (see Fig. A.4).

The solar year

Besides the above listed spectral specifications, standard test conditions are
only defined for straight incident illumination, which for a stationary devices
will only be attained in one single moment during a full year of operation. The
power harvested during a year will hence not be accessible by a single mea-
surement, but will be determined by the sum of many (hourly) contributions,
each of which has its own individual illumination conditions.

These illumination conditions are mainly defined on the one hand by the lo-
cation (latitude Λ), which together with the time-dependent declination δ(t)
and the hour angle ω(t) defines the distribution of zenith angles Z(t) [117]

cos(Z) = sin(Λ) sin(δ) + cos(Λ) cos(δ) cos(ω) (7.1)

and on the other hand by the device orientation (tilt angle1 T ), which defines
the angle of incidence (AOI) distribution θ(t)

cos(θ) = cos(Z) cos(T )− sin(δ) cos(Λ) sin(T )

+ cos(δ) sin(Λ) sin(T ) cos(ω).
(7.2)

Whereas the AOI is always defined with respect to the surface normal of the
device, the zenith angle determines the air-mass that the light has to travel
through the atmosphere. Consequently, the latter will define the illumina-
tion spectrum and consequently the solar power density that is available for
harvesting:

Latitude / tilt −→ AOI / air-mass→ spectrum→ power density.

For a horizontal device orientation (T = 0◦), for which in Eq. (7.2) θ = Z, the
time-dependent distribution of the zenith angle (seasonal movement), azimuth

1tilt direction is assumed southwards
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Figure 7.1: Latitude dependent solar radiation during the year. Already for lo-
cations accross Europe, the angular distribution of the incident sun light differs strongly
for different daytimes and seasons. The power densitiy delivered by the sun is related to
the zenith angle, which defines the path length through the earth’s atmosphere (calculated
with the Bird Simple Spectral Model [143], picture by San Jose2.

angle (daylight movement) and the respective power density during a year is
shown in Fig 7.1 for Helsinki and Madrid. It gets apparent how the location
will influence the illumination conditions already across Europe: whereas in
Madrid solar power density approaches 1000 W m−2 at noon in summer 3 ex-
hibiting small zenith angles (≈ 18◦), the maximum power density in Helsinki
is only around 800 W m−2 at much larger zenith angles (≈ 38◦). Moreover,
compared with Madrid the time during a year where solar light is incident
with angles larger than 65◦ is prevalent in Helsinki.

Taking into account these illumination conditions sets advanced requirements
for a maximal harvesting to both photovoltaic devices and light management
solution, since for example light harvesting at large incident angles will be
much more important in Helsinki than in Madrid. However, due to the in-
creased path length and the atmospheric absorption in the first location also
different spectral regions have to be considered (see Apx).

3This number corresponds to the power density on a horizontal plane. For T = 18◦, the
power can reach >1040 W m−2 in Madrid and >1000 W m−2 in Helsinki for T = 38◦.

3By San Jose (map), Hayden120 (retouch) [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.
html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wiki-
media Commons)
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Light management

Naturally, these illumination conditions deviate strongly from standard test
conditions, which significantly raises the importance of light management in
the scope of a yearly energy harvesting. Since especially for printable photo-
voltaics the targeted low costs exclude any use of sun-tracking systems [117],
cost-effective light management that can cover a broad angular range will be
highly desirable.

Furthermore, a solution is required that can be easily adapted to the different
irradiation conditions that are occurring in different locations or for various
device orientations. Whereas the spectral response of a photovoltaic device
itself cannot be modified for all of those applications, this is possible for an
additive light management film. Provided that its fabrication costs are low, it
could provide a location and application dependent expansion.

As discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, diffractive nanostructures thereby constitute a suit-
able candidate due to their freedom of design and their versatility: through
variation of their structural parameters, the nanostructures can be tuned and
tailored to meet the requirements for different illumination conditions, which
is demonstrated in Sec.7.2.1 for printable photovoltaic application.

7.2 Modeling the yearly performance

The modeling of the yearly performance of a light management solution is
composed on the one hand by the time-dependent illumination conditions,
which were described in the preceding section, and on the other hand by the
simulated angular response of the light management, which have to be calcu-
lated to the same detail.

This problem will be approached by a stepwise increase of the level of com-
plexity of both parts, which are successively considered in the following four
sections. Further, for each of the following stages, an application example is
calculated for at least one nanostructure:

Sec. Illumination condition response of the device with light management

7.2.1 hourly angle of incidence (AOI) AOI ∆θ = 10◦

7.2.2 hourly spectrum and AOI AOI 2 azimuth angles ∆θ = 1◦, ∆φ = 90◦

7.2.3 hourly spectrum and AOI AOI averaged azimuth angle ∆θ = 1◦, ∆φ = 45◦

7.2.4 hourly spectrum, θ and φ AOI and azimuth angle ∆θ = 1◦, ∆φ = 1◦

Since more complex modeling will increase the computational effort, an op-
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timization procedure by screening various nanostructure parameters within a
reasonable amount of time, is only feasible in the first stage. However, the
best obtained light management solutions will be tested and verified by the
more sophisticated modeling stages of the following sections.

In order to further simplify the problem, for all following simulations Basel
(Switzerland) is chosen as a representative location for central Europe (red star
in Fig 7.1). This choice defines the yearly illumination conditions (Fig. 7.2),
which can hence only deviate by the use of a different tilt angle T , as indicated
in Fig. 7.2c for T = Λ. Note that, in all cases clear sky conditions are assumed.

Figure 7.2: Yearly light harvesting with the light-managment. a Sketch of the
seasonal and daylight angles of incidence of the sun and b the corresponding solar power
density of the respective position of the sun throughout the year calculated for Basel,
Switzerland. c 3D visualization of the solar angles that are incident on a device with tilt
T = Λ. The times of high power can be covered in this case by a rather small angular
response.

7.2.1 Hourly angle

In this first stage, only the angle of incidence of the sunlight will be considered
as well as the question, which is the most important AOI for energy harvest-
ing, measured by the delivered power versus the angle of incidence.

For that purpose, the Bird Simple Spectral Model [143] is used to screen all
hours of one year and collect the respective AOI and the related power density.
For each angular range (θ ± 5◦), the total power that is incident under one
of these angles during one year is calculated by summation. This results in
an angle dependent weight wT (θ), which indicates how much power will be
incident under a certain angle.
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Application cases

Since besides the location of the device, its orientation with respect to the
surface will define further requirements on the photovoltaic performance, the
aforementioned weight function wT (θ) is calculated for various tilt angles T .
Four scenarios were therefore selected as relevant application cases for print-
able photovoltaics (see Fig. 7.3).

a Shadings (T = Z) - Due to low-cost and lightweight of OPVs, they may
be used as energy harvesting sun protection or mobile chargers, which
are always pointed directly towards the sun.

b Façade/ windows (T = 90◦) - Light weight and semi-transparency mo-
tivate an application on large building-façades in a vertical orientation
(facing south).

c Ceiling / portables (T = 0◦) - Conformal integration of printed PV
into products is possible due to its flexibility and free-form producibility.
Rooftops of cars and portable devices, thereby are preferably charged in
a horizontal orientation.

d Best tilt (T = Λ) - For building integrated colorful OPV devices of off-
grid applications, also the tilted orientation can be of importance. Here
the tilt angle for maximum yearly sun collection is chosen as an example.

The resulting angular weights are depicted in Fig. 7.3a-d and show strong dif-
ferences with maxima at 0◦, 60◦, 40◦ and 20◦, respectively. Note that, only
for case a, incident light at θ = 0◦ will be of importance for energy harvesting.

In order to evaluate the performance of any light management with respect
to the four application cases, a generated current Ji,θ is calculated for each
nanostructure configuration and for all 9 angles (∆θ = 10◦) from Fig. 7.3.
A figure of merit gTi is then obtained by multiplying Ji,θ with the respective
angle dependent weight of each application case, which yields

gTi=1,...,432 =
θ=80◦∑
θ=0◦

Ji,θ · wT (θ). (7.3)

With this calculation, an estimation for the optimal parameters of the light
management can be evaluated for each case within a reasonable calculation
time.
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Figure 7.3: Various application planes and their irradiation. a Shadings, which
are always pointed towards the sun (picture taken from Ref. [54]) b South-oriented facade
or window blind (demonstrator of the SUNFLOWER project at LOPE-C conference, 2016)
c Horizontal ceiling of buildings or cars (picture by Morio4) d South-oriented building-
elements, installed with a tilted angle. (Famous foyer glas ceiling by Otto Piene at the
University of Konstanz)

Example: Rectangular line nanostructures

For demonstration purposes, the simple rectangular line structure (Fig. 2.4a)
is chosen to be optimized for each of the aforementioned application cases.
The investigated parameter space includes periods ranging from 250 to 1000
nm in steps of 50 nm, duty cycles of 20, 50 and 80 and a depth ranging from
200 to 1000 in steps of 100 nm, thus yielding 432 possible configurations.

The results of this optimization routine are listed in Tab. 7.1. Since case a
corresponds to requirements that were investigated in previous chapters, the
obtained parameters are matching the maximum predicted in Fig. 4.8, whereas
the optimum period for all other cases are either higher or lower.

The calculated current densities for the nine angles are shown in Fig. 7.4 for
the four optimized configurations of Tab. 7.1, with the angular response of the
unstructured device added as dashed line. In all cases an enhancement with
respect to the reference is observed for angles that correspond to the angular
distributions of Fig. 7.3.

These results demonstrate, how an additive light management solution can be

4By Morio (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.
0)], via Wikimedia Commons
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7 Yearly energy harvesting

Figure 7.4: Performance of optimizted rectangular line nanostructures. The an-
gular response is following the irradiation conditions of the respective application case,
defined in Fig. 7.3.

Table 7.1: Nanostructure parameters from optimization to different application cases

Case period [nm] depth [nm] duty cycle

a LM-A (Shading) 600 400 50
b LM-B (Façade) 250 200 20
c LM-C (Ceiling) 1000 200 50
d LM-D (Best tilt) 1000 400 50

used to customize a PV device for various orientations, locations or applica-
tions. Furthermore, with this approach, universal high throughput printable
photovoltaics could be equipped with the most suitable light-management film
for different application cases.

7.2.2 Hourly spectra

In the second stage of yearly simulations, the time-dependent spectrum will
be additionally considered to evaluate the yearly performance of the obtained
optimized nanostructures in more detail. Whereas in the previous stage, the
standard solar spectrum (AM1.5G) was used in Eq. (2.5) to calculate Ji,θ, a
separate calculation for every hour is applied here in order to obtain a yearly
power output.

For this purpose the same model as in Sec 7.2.1 is used to collect the respective
angle of incidence AOI(h) and the spectrum S(h, λ) for every hour h of the
year and for each of the above application cases (Fig. 7.3a-d). Using Eq. (2.5),
a current density JSC(h) is calculated for every hour (24×365) with

ηEQE = ηIQE ·Abs(AOI(h), λ)φ and S(λ) = S(h, λ) (7.4)

and with ηIQE set to unity. The angle dependent absorption in the device
Abs(θ, λ)φ is calculated with an increased angle resolution of ∆θ = 1◦ and has
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to be determined for the reference device and for each device with a different
light management. Using JSC(h), the generated energy per square meter and
year Eyr is then determined by a summation of the generated power of each
hour of the year

Eyr =

24×365∑
h=1

FF (h) · VOC(h) · JSC(h), (7.5)

where FF = 70% and VOC = 0.7 V are approximated to be constant through-
out all angles of incidence and irradiation powers. It has been shown exper-
imentally that within illumination intensities between 1000 W m−2 and 100
W m−2 [39] this approximation is reasonable for organic photovoltaics and
the angle dependent measurements from Sec.5.1 suggest the same (see Fig. 5.3
with only a minor decrease in VOC .

Example: Rectangular line nanostructures

For each application case, the first row of Tab. 7.2 shows the calculated total
amount of incident solar energy during one year and the fraction that would
be harvested by the reference device. In the following the predicted energies
harvested with the application of the four nanostructure configurations from
Tab. 7.1 are listed, where bold numbers indicate the highest values in each
application case.

In the previous stage, the plane of incidence for the angle dependent simula-
tion of the light management was φ = 0◦, which assumed that its orientation
always followed that of the sun. However, as can be seen from Fig. 7.1 the
light is incident from various azimuth directions during a year. For this reason,
both cases of φ = 0◦ or φ = 90◦ are calculated, which will give the opportunity
to estimate an average enhancement from both contributions (see Tab. 7.2).

As previously observed for the angle dependent behavior of rectangular nanos-
tructures (Fig. 5.1), in some cases the harvested energy differs drastically for
the two azimuth orientations. For case c this even leads to an average en-
hancement which is higher for LM-D than for the initially optimized structure
LM-C. The same is observed for case b, where the enhancement of LM-D ex-
ceeds that of LM-B due to its strong harvesting performance at φ = 90◦.

Moreover, for this case even the value for of LM-C at φ = 0◦ is slightly higher
than for LM-B, although the latter was evaluated better suited in the preced-
ing optimization. This can only explained with the differences in their angle
dependent spectral response, which for LM-C apparently matches better to
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Table 7.2: Estimated energy generation with and without different light managements in
two orientations and for the different application cases. The bold values state the best light
management performance at φ = 0◦ and the best average enhancment for each orientation.

(in kWh m−2 a−1) a Shading b Façade c Ceiling d Best tilt

Total energy 3182.0 1590.3 1789.9 2239.6
Reference 146.8 76.2 92.8 111.3

LM-A, φ = 0◦ 166.6 77.14 94.1 116.5
LM-A, φ = 90◦ 166.6 87.3 106.5 127.8
Enhancement [%]1 13.5 7.9 8.1 9.8

LM-B, φ = 0◦ 148.1 81.7 99.0 115.3
LM-B, φ = 90◦ 148.1 80.3 97.2 114.1
Enhancement [%]1 0.9 6.3 5.7 3.1

LM-C, φ = 0◦ 151.4 81.8 100.0 118.8
LM-C, φ = 90◦ 151.4 86.2 104.3 119.3
Enhancement [%]1 3.1 10.2 10.1 7.0

LM-D, φ = 0◦ 161.5 79.1 96.8 119.7
LM-D, φ = 90◦ 161.5 89.7 108.7 126.2
Enhancement [%]1 9.9 10.7 10.8 10.5

1 obtained with the average for both azimuth directions.

case b than for LM-B, when the more detailed spectra S(h) are considered
instead of the standard spectrum (AM1.5G) as in Fig. 7.4.

Accounting for the strong performance deviations at different φ, the azimuth
direction has to be considered in more detail in order to predict the yearly per-
formance of a line nanostructure, which will be addressed in Sec. 7.2.4. How-
ever, as discussed in Sec. 5.1, the azimuth angle dependence can be strongly
reduced with the use of a crossed nanostructure, which is demonstrated in the
next stage.

7.2.3 Averaged azimuth response

In this third stage, additionally to the use of hourly illumination conditions,
the azimuth response of the nanostructure will be considered by averaging the
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Figure 7.5: Simulated yearly current enhancement of the crossed nanostructure.
a Shematic visualisation of the variable test conditions for the OPV throughout a year.
b Increase in generated current of a device equipped with the crossed nanostructure for
every hour in the year.

response of the light management. For that purpose, the bidirectional scat-
tering distribution functions (BSDF) of the nanostructure (see Sec. 3.2.4) is
calculated for three different azimuth angles φ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and the results
are then averaged in order to yield a BSDF, which can be considered as rota-
tion symmetric response of the light management for various AOIs.

As in the previous stage, AOI(h) and S(h) are used to calculate the hourly
current densities of the light management device JLMSC (h) and the reference
JRefSC (h) with the use of the commercial software. By introducing the en-
hancement factor f of the light management with respect to the reference

f =
ELM − ERef

ERef
=

∑
h

(
JLMSC (h)− JRefSC (h)

)
∑
h J

Ref
SC (h)

, (7.6)

constant FF and VOC of Eq. (7.5) can be eliminated. The enhancement of the
harvested energy can thus be directly approximated based on the generated
current density.

Example: Crossed nanostructures

As discussed in Sec. 5.1, the dependence on φ can be even more suppressed if
a crossed nanostructure is chosen as light management and the error made by
the averaging of the BSDF can hence be reduced with respect to line struc-
tures. Since, the experimentally observed angular performance of the crossed
nanostructure shown in Fig. 5.3 is well suited for the yearly solar harvesting,
it is used in the following for a calculation of f .

As sketched in Fig. 7.5a, case c with the orientation of the device parallel to the
ground is chosen to evaluate the performance of the light management. The
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numerator of Eq. (7.6), which yields the additional current generation obtained
through absorption enhancement of the nanostructure, is shown in Fig. 7.5b
for every hour of the year. In total an enhancement factor of f = 1.121 is
obtained, which suggest that the harvested energy with the use of this crossed
nanostructure is increased by f = 12.1% with respect to the reference device.

7.2.4 Extrapolated azimuth response

In the fourth stage, it is attempted to assess the full azimuth information of
both the incident illumination and the response of the device. Whereas φ(h)
can be extracted from the NREL model as the other illumination parameters
(see Fig. 5.8b), the second is more challenging since a calculation of Abs(θ, λ)
for 90 possible azimuth angles would require several days on a average desktop
PC for one single symmetric nanostructure configuration.

To reduce the computational effort, simulations of the angle dependent ab-
sorption Abs(θ, λ)φ are done only for φ = 0◦ and 90◦, however, absorption of
intermediate azimuth angles 0◦ < φ < 90◦ are approximated to be linearly
related to these extreme values. For that purpose a factor is defined as

k(φ) =

{
|φ/90◦| for |φ| ≤ 90◦

|(φ− 180◦)/90◦| for |φ| > 90◦,
(7.7)

with 0 < k(φ) < 1, which defines the ratio of intermixing the two azimuth
contributions. For a crossed or asymmetric nanostructure, Eq. (7.7) has to be
adapted, since it has to be distinguished only between φ = 0◦ and 45◦ for the
first and between positive and negative φ for the latter. The current density
can then be calculated by

JSC =
e

hc

∫
λ

ηIQE · [k(φ) ·Absφ=90◦(λ, θ)

+ (1− k(φ)) ·Absφ=0◦(λ, θ)] · Sφ,θ(λ) λ dλ. (7.8)

As previously defined, e is the elementary charge, h is Plank’s constant and c
is the vacuum speed of light.

With this approximation the full distribution of azimuth angles can be taken
into account by using the respective interpolated azimuth angle to calculate
its respective angular response (given in Eq. (7.8) in brackets) and to deter-
mine JSC . This is demonstrated in following for two examples of embedded
nanostructures.
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Example: Embedded crossed nanostructures

With the yearly enhancement of the crossed nanostructure from Sec. 7.2.2,
which was fabricated on large-area foils in Sec. 5.2, a light management film
with a yearly reward could be established. In order to meet the last miss-
ing property of the light management requirements listed in Sec. 1.3, a cost-
effective yearly performance should be demonstrated for an embedded crossed
nanostructure, as depicted in Fig. 7.6a.

Figure 7.6: Embedded crossed nanostructure film for a yearly harvesting. a A
self contained film with an buried crossed nanostructure can be laminated onto a finished
OPV. b For application case a (CLM-A) and case b (CLM-B) two strucutures are opti-
mized, whose angular responses under AM1.5G illumination are shown for φ = 0◦ (squares)
and φ = 45◦ (triangles). Compared to the reference (grey dashed line) CLM-A exhibits a
broad enhancment range of ±38◦ for φ = 0◦.

Since a parameter optimization in this stage of yearly calculation would be
too elaborate, the routine from Sec. 7.2.1 is used to find a suitable nanostruc-
ture configuration for case a and b (φ = 0◦). The angular dependent JSC
obtained with the standard spectrum (AM1.5G) for the two best embedded
crossed light management configurations CLM-A and CLM-B are shown in
Fig. 7.6b. As expected from the requirements of case a, CLM-A exhibits a
large enhancement at θ = 0◦ with respect to the reference. For φ = 0◦ this en-
hancement is maintained over an angular range of ±38◦ (green area), however,
the angle dependent performance of CLM-A along φ = 45◦ is decreasing fast
for larger angles. In contrary, the angular response of CLM-B shows a inferior
performance compared to the reference at θ = 0◦, but shows an enhancement
for larger angles 35◦ < θ < 55◦.

In a next step, the detailed calculation of the angle dependent absorption
Abs(θ, λ)φ is performed for φ = 0◦ and φ = 45◦, which are then used in
Eq. 7.8 with the time-dependent spectra to determine the yearly energy har-
vesting (again using FF = 70% and VOC = 0.7 V ). The resulting performance
of the two light management configurations CLM-A and CLM-B are shown in
Tab. 7.3, calculated for the application cases from Fig. 7.3.
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Table 7.3: Estimated energy generation with and without different embedded crossed
nanostructures and the enhancment expected for each orientation.

(in kWh m−2 a−1) a Shading b Façade c Ceiling d Best tilt

CLM-A 170.7 72.3 88.5 113.8
Enhancement [%] 16.3 -5.1 -4.6 2.3

CLM-B 141.3 79.3 96.6 113.8
Enhancement [%] -3.8 4.1 4.2 2.2

As expected the strongest enhancement is obtained for CLM-A in the case
of straight incidence over the year. Furthermore, this light management can
provide an enhancement for a fixed installation with the best tilt (case d),
originating from the broad angular span of the enhancement along both di-
rections (see Fig. 7.6b). Since independent on the location on earth, at noon
the zenith angle span between summer and winter equals twice the equator’s
tilt with respect to the ecliptic (Z = Λ ± 23.4◦) 5, the enhancement range of
θ = ±28◦ is already sufficient to improve the performance for all seasons if ori-
ented properly (see Fig. 7.2). Since at these times the solar radiation is most
intense this is predicted to be sufficient to increase the total generated yearly
energy about 2.3% (see Tab. 7.3), despite the weak performance of CLM-A at
large angles.

In consequence, the performance for cases b and c, however, is rather weak for
CLM-A. Light harvesting for these cases can be better addressed with the sec-
ond configuration (CLM-B) which was optimized for a vertical orientation and
which predicts enhancements above 4% for these cases. It is noteworthy, that
with a -4.8% reduced current at θ = 0◦ under AM1.5G light (see Fig. 7.6b),
this configuration would not have attracted much attention. However, if the
angle distribution and the changed irradiation spectra over the whole year are
taken into account, it can be much better suited for certain application cases
(b and c) than the structure with the superior performance under STC.

Example: Embedded asymmetric nanostructure

The performance improvement of > 4% caused by the embedded crossed
nanostructure CLM-B for case b and c demonstrates, how an increase in the

5this can be seen from Eq. (7.1), which reduces to cos (Z) = cos (Λ− δ) for ω = 0, where
−23.4◦ < δ < 23.4◦.
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energy harvesting can be obtained, when the device is orientated properly
with respect to its angular response. If these conditions are explored further,
it gets apparent that the sun’s seasonal movement (Fig. 7.2a) exhibits a cer-
tain asymmetry in terms of delivered power: for locations outside the tropical
zone6, the proximity of the sun and hence the delivered power has its maxi-
mum in summer and decreases steadily towards winter as shown in Figs. 7.1
and 7.2b. In contrast, the daylight movement has its power maximum around
noon and is symmetric with respect to morning or evening.

In consequence, a light management structure as introduced in Sec. 5.3, which
exhibits an asymmetric coating will be perfectly suited to maximize the en-
ergy harvested during a solar year. The enhancement measured in Fig. 5.8b
thereby exhibits improvements for a small range of angles θφ=0◦ ≤ 25◦ with
some asymmetry, but improvements over a wide range of angles θφ=90◦ in the
perpendicular direction with symmetric behavior.

The absorption in the active layer Abs(λ, θ)φ=0◦,90◦ is simulated for the light
management structure of Sec. 5.3 on two reference devices with different active
layer thickness, i.e. d = 90 nm and d = 130 nm. The first is the thickness of
the reference device defined in Sec. 4.1 which was also used in the calculation
of the previous examples, whereas the second thickness was obtained in the
experiments of Sec. 5.3 on which the asymmetric nanostructure was measured.
Furthermore, for the asymmetric direction, positive and negative angles have
to be distinguished, which is addressed by the extension of Abs(θ, λ) to nega-
tive angles θ = [−89◦, 89◦]. With the device and the nanostructure lines facing
south with a tilt equal to the local latitude 7 T = Λ (case d), the performance
of the light management is evaluated.

Table 7.4: Estimated energy generation with and without the asymmetric embedded line
nanostructures calculated for two different active layer thicknesses in the best tilt config-
uration (case d, see Fig. 7.2c).

(in kWh m−2 a−1) Total energy Reference emb. LM Enhancement [%]

90 nm active layer 2239.6 111.3 117.7 ↑ 5.8
130 nm active layer 2239.6 108.1 121.6 ↑ 12.5

Assuming ηIQE = 1 and again an average fill factor of 70% and a constant
VOC of 0.7 V, the energy harvested by the photovoltaic device without light
management in this conditions can be approximated and is listed in Tab. 7.4.

6regions with latitude |Λ| > 23.4◦
7Λ ≈ 47.6◦ for Basel, Switzerland
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With a generated energy of 117.7 kWh m−2 a−1 for d = 90 nm, the embedded
asymmetric nanostructure performs better than the embedded crossed nanos-
tructure from the previous example (see Tab. 7.3) and increases the harvesting
about 5.8 %.

For the device with the thicker active layer (d = 130), the energy harvested
with the reference device is lower than for the case of d = 90 nm. Since already
in the simulations of Fig. 4.2b a lower current was obtained with respect to
d = 90 nm, it was expected that this holds also for the yearly current gener-
ation. However, when the same embedded structure is applied on the thicker
device, the harvested energy is increased by 12.5% [144], yielding a value that
is even higher than for the thinner device with the nanostructure.

This finding suggests, that it could be possible to obtain not only a larger
improvement but also a greater absolute yearly energy harvesting on devices,
that were not optimized for straight incidence. However, further investigations
are necessary to fully understand this dependence on the device optics under
yearly light conditions.
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Conclusions & Outlook

Summary

In the present thesis, a new concept of light management was introduced,
which distinguished from existing solutions on the one hand, by its external
application to the device, which makes it fully independent from the photo-
voltaic device fabrication and, on the other hand, by its great flexibility which
enables versatile applications.

The influence of the diffractive nanostructures on the device optics was inves-
tigated and in the following an efficiency enhancement could be demonstrated
with respect to a reference device. Thereafter, different configurations could
be designed and experimentally validated:

• a crossed nanostructure for a better angular response

• a lamination process for large-scale application

• an embedded structure for protection from external influences and abra-
sion

• the application on different state-of-the-art devices and tandems

The resulting improvements that were obtained on different devices are sum-
marized in the following table.

Besides the experimental work on the topic, an optical model was developed
and adapted during this thesis, which enabled an optimization procedure for
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Enh. [%] PCEref [%] PCELM [%] FoM

Chap. 5 (laminated film) 24.2 4.3 5.3 28.8
Chap. 5 (embedded) 10.7 5.7 6.3 31.9
Chap. 6 (thick absorber) 3.4 9.6 9.9 31.2
Chap. 6 (tandem) 8.5 9.2 10.0 80.0

the structural configuration of the diffractive nanostructures and was able
to reproduce the experimentally observed enhancement. Furthermore, it was
capable to estimate the impact of the light management, when the more com-
plex light conditions of a whole year are considered. This estimation of the
yearly performance predicted an increase in harvested energy of 12-13% for
the crossed nanostructures that was fabricated on 500 cm2 plastic sheets and
for the asymmetric nanaostructure that was embedded in a protective polymer
matrix, respectively.

Finally, all requirements that were imposed on the light management in Sec. 1.3
could be addressed by this work. Together with the demonstrated technologi-
cal opportunities and the optical model, it provides a platform for customized
development of light management solutions based on diffractive nanostruc-
tures.

Conclusion

General OPV light management

Light management in thin film solar cells still holds a great potential for im-
provement, due to their angle, wavelength and polarization dependent coher-
ence effects. Hence, this potential can only be fully exploited by wavelength
(polarization) selective light management.

Moreover, to date only few reports on light management consider the related
problems of their solution, i.e. compatibility with printing processes and man-
ufacturing costs. However, these issues are of great importance for the actual
adaption of the light management technology.

Modeling of yearly harvesting

It was revealed by the simulations in this thesis, that for solar light manage-
ment it is of utmost importance to consider the yearly light conditions ad-
ditionally to the standard photovoltaic test conditions. Structures that only
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exhibit an efficiency enhancement for larger angles, will seem useless in a sin-
gle measurement at STC. However, they can still yield a considerable increase
in the yearly energy harvesting, which is the criterion that makes a solution
attractive for application. Especially for printed photovoltaics, which target
non-classical solar cell integration far from the conventional device orienta-
tions, this constitutes an essential requirement for future light management
solutions.

Since the experimental access to yearly measurements is limited, a reliable op-
tical model had to be established, that is able to reproduce the experimental
results in detail for the standard measurements and hence enables the assess-
ment of the yearly potential of any light management configuration.

Outlook

Optical design

In this thesis, dielectric embedded high index nanostructures were confirmed
as a device independent but protected light management solution. Since such
configuration offers a variety of further realizations, it is expected that consid-
erable advances in the (yearly) efficiency enhancement are within reach.

More sophisticated realizations of photon control structures have for example
been proposed by Martins et al. [145], who suggest to use quasi-random struc-
tures that can be optimized for photovoltaic applications. In general, there
are only few limitations on the shape of such periodic nanostructures, one of
which remains the compatibility with mass-manufacturing.

Up-scaling effects

Another aspect that was only briefly discussed, is the dependence of the light
management enhancement on the device area. It was shown by Esiner et al.
[69] that for increasing device area, the obtained enhancement of a light redi-
rection surface structure was drastically increased upon illumination through
the same shadow mask. Consequently, for smaller device size, more light was
redirected away from the charge collecting area.

This effect could be reduced if either the device coverage on the substrate is
increased, or if the thickness of the substrate is decreased, which will bring
the light management closer to the absorber. Hence, the enhancement effect
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of the light management is expected to be maximized on modules with a large
geometrical fill factor, which are fabricated on thin foils or flexible glass.

Semi-transparent & tandems devices

In this thesis, light management was presented and analyzed on opaque de-
vices, where the enhancement is based on interference in the multilayer stack.
Consequently, these optical effects will be much weaker in semi-transparent
devices that lack a reflective back electrode. However, smaller absorption en-
hancement originating from an increased optical path could still be addressed.
Moreover, rear reflection of light with desired optical properties can introduce
or eliminate a desired color [66, 146] or simply enhance the absorption by
backscattering. Naturally, this comes to the cost of transparency (for certain
angles [147]), but in turn avoids the parasitic absorption of a metal back elec-
trode [148].

Another approach by Tang et al. [149] was further used for photocurrent
balancing in tandems devices, which is a second interesting application that
should be further exploited. The results of Chap. 6 suggest, that in particular
the angle dependent performance of tandems can be improved by sophisti-
cated light management: due to their complementary absorption spectra, it is
possible to individually address the subcells in different spectral regimes [44]
with the use of a single light management solution.
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A
Correction factors

Any emergent photovoltaic technology will be primary evaluated on its effi-
ciency that is reported under standard test conditions (STC). Since conse-
quently reports of advances in the obtained efficiency are highly recognized,
this had led to a tendency to overestimate the real performance, which was
revealed recently by Zimmermann et al. [107]. Hence, it has to be taken
special care about a correct characterization of the photovoltaic devices, with
some additonal aspects for organic (excitonic) solar cells [106, 150], which are
explained below.

A.1 Spectral mismatch

For that purpose, the influence of different light sources can be accounted for by
spectral mismatch factor M , which denotes the deviation from the recognized
AM1.5G reference spectrum. As an example Fig. A.1a shows the AM1.5G
reference SRef (λ) spectrum together with the spectrum of the sciencetech so-
lar simulator ST (λ) that was used in this work. The mismatch for different
spectral regions is inherent to the xenon arc lamp and can be partly corrected
by optical filters. The final match in different spectral regions, which defines
the class of the solar simulator, is given by the company 1 and are shown in
Fig. A.1b.

1http://www.sciencetech-inc.com/fileuploader/download/download/?d=0&-
file=custom%2Fupload%2FFile-1470323551.pdf (accessed: 25.11.2016)
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Figure A.1: Spectral mismatch. a Spectrum of the AM1.5G reference spectrum and
the spectrum of the solar simulator. b Comparisson of the spectral match in different
wavelength regions.

Besides the spectral match, also the power density of the illumination with the
solar simulator has to be aligned to 1000 W m−1. This is done with the help
of a silicon photodiode with a well known response RRef (λ), which is shown
in Fig. A.1a. Once calibrated, the generated photocurrent under illumination
with AM1.5G and 100 W m−1 is known, and the power of the solar simulator
can be adjusted accordingly with the use of this reference photodiode.

However, the spectral response of the test device RT (λ) will usually deviate
from RRef (λ), which may lead to a difference in absorbed power when the two
spectra are compared. To account for this error, the measured current density
on the test device JT can be devided by M to obtain the correct current density
that corresponds to STC illumination conditions JSTC = JT /M , where the
mismatch factor calculates as [106, 150]

M =

∫
ST (λ)RT (λ) dλ ·

∫
SRef (λ)RRef (λ) dλ∫

SRef (λ)RT (λ) dλ ·
∫
ST (λ)RRef (λ) dλ

. (A.1)

Since organic solar cells are usually absorbing below λ < 800 nm where the
agreement of the spectra is high, the mismatch is mostly defined by the differ-
ences in the spectral responses of the devices. However, this difference could be
reduced if the calibrated reference is equipped with an additional filter (KG5).

Since in the present work on light management mainly relative effects of the
measured quantities are investigated, the mismatch correction is not of ut-
most relevance, a mismatch factor of M ≈ 1.08 was calculated in this work
only for the measurements of Sec. 5.3, which is a typical value for organic pho-
tovoltaics 2 Further, to control the resulting current, JSTC can be compared

2see http://assets.newport.com/webDocuments-EN/images/Spectral_Mismatch-App_Note_
51.PDF (accessed in August 2016)
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Figure A.2: (a) EQE measurement of the reference device with the integrated current
density. (b) JV- measurement of the same cell, exhibiting a 6% higher current after cor-
rection with the calculated mismatch factor and accounting for the

to the value that is obtained by Eq. (2.5) through spectral integration of the
measured ηEQE multiplied with the AM1.5G, which is shown in Fig. A.2a.
When compared to the corrected J-V measurement only a small deviation of
6% is observed, which is far below the threshold set by Ref. [107].

Both the adjustment procedure with the photodiode and the correction with
M , however, provide only an wavelength independent correction (for values
like JSC and ηPCE), whereas the enhancement of the light management is
more influenced by individual spectral regions. For example a large enhance-
ment due to the light management in the range 700 nmλ < 800 nm will still
be underestimated by the solar simulator measurement, since for these wave-
length ST (λ) is much lower than SRef (λ) (see Fig. A.1a).
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Figure A.3: fresnel reflection at the quarz window of the sample container.
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Figure A.4: Influence of different air masses on the irradiation spectrum. Cal-
culated with SMARTS 2.9.5 for air mass=0 to 10 (By Solar Gate (My own calcual-
tions and graphing) [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wikimedia Commons).

A.2 Quartz window

A second correction becomes necessary due to the N2- filled transfer box that
is used for most measurements. The quartz window, through which the cells
are illuminated introduce a additional reflections, which reduces the transmit-
ted power that arrives at the cells. To account for that, Eqs. 3.1) and (3.2) are
used to calculate an angle dependent reflection R, which is depicted in Fig. A.3.

For the calculations, a wavelength independent refractive index of n = 1.5 is
assumed for the quartz and n = 1 for air. The contributions of both polar-
izations are further equally mixed to account for the unpolarized light of the
solar simulator. Since the reflection at straight incidence becomes R = 4%,
the correction factor Q(θ) = J(θ)final/(J(θ)T /M) at θ = 0◦ has a value of
0.96, which decreases to 0.85 at θ = 70◦.
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A.3 Other spectra

Another spectral consideration, that is especially relevant for the simulations
in Chap. 7 is the changes that are introduced from atmospheric absorption.
Dependent zenith angle and thus on the path of the light to the ground, the air
mass (AM) describes the number of atmosphere thicknesses which the light
has to travel through the atmosphere. Dependent on this number part of
the power is absorbed by the atmosphere, which is the reason for the color
appearance at sunset and sunrise. The changes in the spectrum are shown in
Fig. A.4 for AM0 to AM10.
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